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FAIR tonight and Sunday: not much change
in temperature, is the
prediction.
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DON'T send away lor
any of those Christmas
presents; buy them or
home merchants.
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army before re
General Eulalio Gu- provisional president
vy me Aguas Calientes convention,
iaeci uenerai l'ablo Gonzales narran- za's principal leader, held a conferTO
ence yesterday, after which Gonzales
left for Cordoba, to interview the
first chief. The convention had adAND
'
journed for ten day "
.
Gonzales promised to procure
final answer within two days.
HOSTILITIES IN MEXICO ARE SUS
FINAL SCORE IN GRUELING CON,
A
l
PENDED UNTIL NOVEMBER
report dated yesterday
TEST !S NINETEEN TO
from
Aguas Calientes explained the
TWENTIETH
CIJLJl
FOURTEEN
situation
as
follows:
tijto
LJ
"President Gutierrez returned today
CONVENTION TO MEET AGAIN after holding a conference with PaFINISH IT
blo Gonzales, who promised to inter TIGERS
GAMELY
view Carranza so that he would reAT
EXPIRATION OF ARMISTICE cognize the
convention and give up THEY MAKE ALL THEIR POINTS
IT WILL CONFIRM GUTIERhis offices. Gonzales told Gutierrez
IN THE LAST QUARTER OF
REZ'S ELECTION
lhat he would send Carran-sa'answer
THE EXHIBITION
ivithin tv-days, and that if Carranza
"emu inswtr
to the
WILL EVACUATE VERA CRUZ veuticri, lhat hefavorably
THE BLUE SHOWS 0K3 CLASS
would cail all
erats or nis command aad ;ive in- UNITED STATES PREPARES
TO sanctions tc them to recognize
ITS FORMATIONS ARE
11!
BRILLIANT,
V
Gutierrez gave this informaABANDON
LAST
THE PORT
A
AND MARVELS OF OPEN
tion
1
s f
personally to the convention at
1
DAY OF THE MONTH
STYLE PLAY
s:3u o'clock tonight.
"The convention agreed to suspend
Washington, Nov. 14. While plans
I'riuceon, N. Y., Nov. 14. Yale defor the American evacuation of Vera its session and to meet again in ten feated
Seldom since the beginning of the war have the reports from the
Princeton in the new stadium
rnz on November 30 were being car- days after the occupation of .Mexico
various scenes of action been so contradictory as today. In Belgium,
the score of 19 to 14. It was
by
today
ried forward today, hope grew in of- City by President Gutierrez, on which
in France in Galicia, in Russian. Poland and in the Caucasian regions
the first time since 3911 that a Yale- date
the
nomination
of
the
ficial circles that further bloodshed
provisional Tv4rt
fighting is proceeding with varying degrees of intensity, but there
st""e waa ila'e1 to decis.
between the Mexican- factions might president will be ratified.. Ia the i .
was surprisingly little in the way of authenticated news to indicate
two game hav5S
meantime
a
if
f8tECOTesbo avoided by the truce the Carranza
permanent commssion
noteworthy changes in the fortunes of any of the contending nations,
!SUlte1 in
21 member
Wb.
the
seers
of
composed
of
tha
and
Villa
are
factions
(
CHANGING OF TROOPS FROM ONE
Rumors of the sinking of the British
reported to
to 0 m favor of Yale, Prince; 1
LINER ARR:
SCENE
jA
have entered into until November 20. veution will officiate."
ARENA TO THE OTHER n .:
loiis,. mora than a fortnight ago, were confirmed by mail advices.
'
IN Tl".
l
wonderful
A message receive! tmiay
r Ba
,
game .
'
" The French war
l a rnnmi'g cail to Ge.neral C. Gon- by Raf-PROVING FUTILE
office, in today's' official siateiiiwiC again' aa- 15
!
d
K. Mumn
""'r
11,,. ,h.,f
sorted that minor successes had been won in Belgium, but in the
I
f 1
'J
,
,
i
ue ut'peiius, 10 come 10 iiexJO,o (Jtty, 10 i.hu I L, , ,
main the great battle for possession of the northern sea coast of
London, Nov. 14. The slackening
tl 1 u
New York,. Nov. 14,- - Humors
of
was regarded as evidence that further Fabela, minister of forrfp-France apparently is proceeding about the same as heretofore. Near
of the Teutons' offense in the west,
disaster to the British
on the Carranza cabinet now at Cor j Jitie. Three ejtc
put
influences were at work to prevent
on
noted In yesterday's official reports
the
North
in
Nieuport,
sea,
the region of Ypres and between La
Then
with Yah luAiu;,;
b.
Audacious, which have been
said:
doba,
new
civil
from the allies' headquarters, isi
war, which military evperts
Bassee and Arras, across the French border, successes by the allies
its own
a
of 17.
mark,
persistent since the White Star liner
penalty
"General
Pablo
Gonzales, has. hold yards
are reported, either in the way of repulsing German attacks or" mak- say would be the bloodiest yet of the
garded here as due to the fact that
put the Blue within striking disOlympic, diverted! from her course, aran
important
conference
with
Mexican conflicts.
personal
tance. Princeton waa given the bad
Germany is obliged to maintain bating slow advances. Indecisive entour also have occurred at other
rived at Lough Swilly on October 29,
General Eulalio Gutierrez. General
tle fronts so far. apart as cast Pruson its
points to the east along the line, with especially sharp fighting in
are confirmed in mail advices receiv-- Meanwhile it was indicated that Vil- Gonzales will come here
mark, but another jnmt
the Argonne, the scene of bitter contests for weeks past.
today to con- was forced. Aided
la, holding San Luis Potosi and the
sia and the North sea.
the
Associated
Press
by. a penalty 'and
from
today
by
fer
with the first, chief."
fd
railroad running to Tampico, was restIn this locality, the French war office says, a Gorman attempt to
two short line gains the Elis made a
Huge bodies of German trtxps have
a point in Ireland.
..
been alternately thrown across the
ing his army on its arms awaiting
recapture two towns met with failure.
41
first down.
After a career of less than two
FRANK LOSES OUT
German military authorities made no modification of their prev- General
developments.
intervening .thousand miles to counBrigadier
Working from the Tigers'
the
in
third
ton
years,
Audacious,
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 14. The state suvious assertions that tlKir forces were slowly
teract the nature of .a positive
Bliss, in command of the border, rehere the Elis made another
mark,
pushing onward at va- nage and armament of his majesty's
court today refused a new trial
riou points in Belgium.
ported the situation unchanged among preme
gained at either end. Germany's
down and advanced to the
first
lies
to
at
the
Leo Al. Frank, convicted here A tr
bottom off the the
warships,
Unofficial advices from Berlin showed that the German neoole
commanding superiority in numbers
contending forces near Naco.
mark. Here the home team
north coast of Ireland. She was hit
ust 25, 1913, of the mlrder of Mary
were lncreasinggly optimistic on account of the latest
in the earlier stages made good progstiffened
and Legore missed a field
reports from
.
27-a
by
torpedo or a mine October
Phagan. Frank's motion for a rehearress possible, but she Ja playing a
the front. Turkey renewed her claims to victory over the Russian
Peace is Hoped for
goal. Brown took Shea's place, and
With
the
was
loss
of
of
one
on
based
or
possibility
the ground that his son made a
ing
Mexico City,' Nov. 14. General
forces, stating that the invaders are being pushed back to Russian
losing game- yard through tackle, anl
two men, the whole crew of 800 offi
constitutional rights had been violated on the
soil. A surprise attack by the Turks,
one
the
Blanco,
of
commissioners
Military observers assert the view
next piay made a lateral pass
was
Constantinople report,
cers
men
and
were
reason
rescued by small named ky the Aguas Calientes
of his absence from the to
by
made with such success that the Russians were driven back toward
that Russia on one side and the
peace
Legore, who ran well to the right
boats from the Olympic.
court room when the jury returned its
armies of the nations on the other
Batonim, losing several towns.
to
confer
convention
with
General
Princeton's
j.
along
line, them
The battleship's cry for assistance Carranza, stated last night that Gen- verdict.
eidv now having had time in which r- an a uuo iwsir traerum me Kussnuis are said to have lost 8,500
forward 'pasd to Ainsworth, who
was
men. Petrograd, however, reports steady
to mobilize their forces more fully,
caught by the wireless operator erals Carranza and Villa had agreed
raced down the side lino and scored
progress in the campaign
MAINE IS WINNER
of the Olympic, which was only about upon a suspension of hostilities until
the effectiveness of this purpose of
against Turkey.
a
touchdown.
Legore missed goal.
Nov. 14. University 'of.
Boston,
ten miles distant. The steamer rush November 20, when the
Of what is happening in the great struggle further north between
shifting large bodies from one theater
Score: Yale, 6; Princeton, 0. Tha
Aguas Calien Maine won the New
intercol
England
ed
at
full
forward
the Russians and the Teutonic allies there was no further word.
to the other is no longer so pronouncspeed. Volunteers tes convention will reconvene and eith
period ended with the ball on Prince-ton- 's
y
legiate
were called for and double the num- er ratify or
championship
ed and that thinning o the German
"uemer me Daiuestnp Audacious was hit by a 'torpedo or disabled
nullify the election of Genline.
today over a course of four eight-tenth- s
ber necessary to man the lifeboats eral Eulalio Gutierrez as
ny a mine could not be established.
line on either side must mean hereafter
Second period;
provisional
Knocks and Ainsmiles in Franklin park with a
at least a temporary assumption of
responded, The crippled battleship president.
worth began the quarter by making
G
of
total
was reached in a few minutes after
points.
the offensive by the allies.
General Pablo Gonzales is expected
first downs. A lateral Pass and a ror.
9 o'clock and before noon all
For the moment Berlin, according as iierry-au-Ila100 to arrive here early today from Aguas
but
ward pass failed and Princeton tootc
the Germans have
"The Ukrainian delegates (from a of
DISCOUNT
RATE
FIXED
her men had been transferred.
to English opinion, appears to regard attacked, but without success,
Calientes. He will hold a short conoval. Trenkman replaced Click.
portion of Russian Poland embracing
Washington, Nov. 14. Tile federal the
the Russian menace as of paramount
mat nme me oaitiestilp nad a ference with the convention's commis reserve board
"In the Argonn the fighting has the old kingdom of
Yale caught Driggs punt at the
ny
who
went
announced
Poland)
that
today
importance. The allies, however, are recommenced, with greater spirit. The to
decided list at the stern, where just sioners, Generals Blanco,
mark. Tibbovt
Obregon, the rate of
Sofia, have now left Bulgaria. They
intercepted a
to be charged
below the water line she had receiv Hay and Villareal. After this meet- - for
finding the German defensive as stub, enemy endeavored, but in vain, to re- are
forward
pass and Driggs punted to
satisfied
with
undercommercial paper, for
the
greatly
discounting
born and difficult to penetrate as the capture "Fourle de Paris, and St. Hued her wound
Two of her engines; ing General Gonzales will proceed to
"
wimoerian too
member banks by the federal reserve
standing reached with the Bulgarian
Germans found the British and French bert
Particularly in the vicinity of premier,. M. Radoslavotr, and the pres- were unharmed, but the one aft was Orizaba to confer with General Car- banks at San Francisco and Dallas Highley's l?siliu and on tho farfi
lines during the recent deadly but fu- Verdun several
ranza
Iay Wocked &T& recovered a runt
partial offensive move- idents of both chambers of the Bul- put out of commission.
will be six per cent on bills of longer
tile efforts around Ypres.
ments on the part of the enemy were
war
The
and
off
four
the
After
tjfci
department
all.
effleers
marie, on the saw 1
taking
and
garian parliament providing for the
maturity. Tho rates for New York and
The intimations of the official re checked
'
by the fire of our artills ry separation of the Ukrainian district crew who would leave the ship. Cap generals representing the Aguas Ca- Philadelphia will he rive and one.hn.ifi down Princeton tried a. forward i a.s,
ports are considered as more promis- before the forward ' movement of the fiwm.
tain Haddock of the Olympic, turned lientes convention express the belief and si ner font and
'ogt the ball on the v;:jitor's im
-- r,,!
.,
!)
Russia,
ing from the allies' point of view, and enemy's infantry could be undertaken.
ar """"iv
"Snow is' .reported in the Voseres his attention to aa attempt to eave that there Is still hope for a peaceful Chicfti-r- t iv Tier' mnt nn nil tii,,ilfloo
there is a disposition to think that
"In the Woevre district in Lor- mountains and in
settlement of the difficulties.
j
Aiiothor exchange of
f
the) Black forest jthe va ;hip. A cable was given .her,
the turning point soon may he reach raine, where bad weather prevails, and
The students in tne federal district
uut
it.
as
it
TODAY'S FOOTBALL
ed. Ray and Hilt went ia pr
Mean
the
In
snapped
tightened.
Thiringer forest,
the last
ed which will open a new phase of there is
time the bukheads began to give way," are preparing for an immense mass
nothing to report,"
Final: Dartmouth, 41 University horton mtO. t.-- Tihhott Lf:&;re
it is 12 inches deep."
the long drawn batila
and it was soon apparent that It meeting and a parade in celebration of Pennsylvania, 0.
,a forward pn
across tie K;u
.
Austrians Are Successful
of the coming evacuation
of
would
Vera
bo
to
Brann for Yale's second on cm
tow
Second
End
Period:
the
impossible
14;
Nebraska,
The German Statement
ship
The French Version
Berlin, Nov. 14 (by wireless). In
or keep her afloat. The cruiser Liver- Cluz, which the government papers Kansas, 0.
Legora klckud goal. Kcor Yah
Paris, Nov. 14. The French official Galicia, according to official informaBerlin, Nov. 14 (by wireless to Lon- pool and several other warships had say, will occur soon.
End Second Period:
Missouri, 20; Princeton, 0. Legoro can; t the
communication issued this afternoon. tion given out in Berlin today, the don). Military headquarters
Various labor organizations have Washington, 0.
tcday come up and stood by. Late in the
off and ran back 20 yar
tin;
says that a German attack against Russians have advanced and have oc- gave out an official announcement as afternoon it was decided to abandon called upon the Carranza government
Final: Yale, 19; Princeton, 14.
as be was tackh.d.
ending
the bridge at Nieirport resulted. In cupied Tarnow, Jaslo and Krosno.
follows:
the Audacious and the officers and to raise the wages of the tramway
Second Period: Perdue, M;. North- Third rerlod: When, the
failure and that various offensive
"The Austrian campaign against
"The fighting in west Flanders' con- men w ho had remained on board left employes who have been workin uu-- j western, C.
half,
started Lauibartoa rtarBi to
movement of tha enemy around Yprea the Servians is
tinues. Our attacks during the past the ship just before the Audacious der government ordors since the na
proceeding rapidly."
End Second 'Period: Notre Dame, 'sanw:'il Kay Hill took. I;
have been checked. The text of the
The statement continues.
few dayB have been impeded by the lunged stern first and in n moment tional authorities took over the oper- 17;
Carlisle, 0.
riHce. Eohuid went ia f.r Trei
communication follows:
"The ervians are retreating from rain and stormy weather and are disappeared..
ation of the lines because of a strike.
First Half: Iowa, 13;' Ames, 6.
BuUind was offuiJe on the ld'r;
"In Belgium a German
attack Koceijewa, and Valjevo toward the therefore proceeding etowiy. South
The explosion is sunnose.1 to haw The men have received an increase of
End Third Period; Illinois, 7; Chi- - il'rSnceton waa set back flvi;
of
we
at
east, evidently not only to avoid the
have taken 700 prisoners. hPm CMs by shells set loose
Ypres
against the head of tho bridge
per cent in wages under the gov cago, 7.
by the
jWiisoa ran Van ftecoud aitciv;
"The British attacks to the west vf listiiii' of the baf.tlpship
Nieuport resulted in failure, and va- pursuing western army, but also to
An increase of
A bit of ar-- ernment operation.
Final: Army, 28; Maine, 0.
i23 yar.ls to Wa. own
n
.
rious efforts? at
movements avoid being cut off by the northwest- Lille have been remilsed.
mor 1 ile. torn from
the sinking 100 per cent is asked tor, and r.ffiliated
Second Period: Mtcliigna, 1?, . Co 'sore gahsed 3 yar.l.-- jj.yurd
f...ur e.;
on the part of tho enemy lu the re- ern forces which are advancing on
'a
"At Berry an Bac we compelled the
ruck- the deelf
f
ie 1
r labor organizations say that a gen- 6.
of purss.
gion to the cast and to the southeast Vuljovo, The Servian headquarters French, to evacuate a commanding P '
f
t! c li
from lirid'-- r a era! strike will be ceil', d if the gov-Vi - i Half;
!vnn-Fl'OiU V
Dartmouth,
47
H;
are reported as having been moved position.
forest!
of Ypres have been checked.
attack on the
cunner t ' o di 1 i i a snort tune
eminent does not Ik
the renuwt. isvlvanla, 0.
"In the environs1 of Hixschoote we southward from Valjevo to Miadeno- - of Argonne has made good prot'reus.
-f
t
r
Una!:
J, 0;
have progressed toward the east. Be-- j vat.55.
Here again the ( tiemv exptri
' !
o 0
tl
c
nftwe; n the canal ;f La B:i"?e and Ar--j
The Servian Iwbcs are said to have heavy losses, fcav n mo th
1
0
ras our trom;s have m?,a minor prog-- j !( en heavy, Tito number of prisoners
in our h
J
t
'
j of
war interned in Austria is over continues in cast
"In the region of LaHKigny as far ' Ol'.noo.
i
j
upon en we took "
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E. ROSENWALD & SON

E. ROSEN WALD & SON

New Stationery
25c Box

I

We have

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

14, 1914.

E. ROSENWALD & SON

ITvnffl

E. ROSENWALD & SON

E. ROSENWALD & SON

?s:SaA
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just unpacked this

Hosiery
Phoenix Guaranteed Silk Hose
We have a large variety of
Ihese perfect fitting, pure silk

new stationer)- in prepartion for
the Holidays. The paper is pood
grade sjieeial linen, with en

hose. Every pair is guaranteed
by the makers to give satisfaction
or they will be replaced free.
PRICES 75c to $2.00.

-

ve-lop- es

to match, in neat 1k.v, a
.25c
great value for
Line Paper 25c Pound
One pound of special linen paper,
'm a neat package for
25c
Envelopes to match
Package, 10c
Box of 4 pkgs, 35c.
Women's Linen Initial Hanrf- kerchiefs. 35c
$1.00 for box of Three
,(lood quality Irish' linen, embroidered corner, with initial ; two
styles, all letters.
Colored Linen Handkerchiefs 65c
$3.50 for box of six
To be sure you will want some of
these hey are very fashionable.
'Made of pure Irish linen with colored centers, plain white hemsitch-e- d
border, in a variety of embroidered designs.

Phoenix Silk Lisle Hose, 35c and
50c
Silk Hose 50c in $1.50
Whatever your hosiery requirements, this store has it in stock.
Onyx silk hose in black and colors, regular and out sizes from
50c to $1.50 the pair.
Onyx Silk Lisle Hose 25c, 35c
ami 50c
Intenvovcn Hosiery, ,?5c pair
Interwoven hose for men are
the best value on the market. Double
and toe; they are
practically wear proof, Silk lisle,
(in three weights), 25c pair;
Pure silk, 50c pair.
paii-Ony-

Thursday, November 26, is the day set by President Wilson as a day of general Tlianskgiving a day we always associate with loaded tables, and a bounteous spread, of good things to eat. To the housewife it may bring home the need of
new table linens, or, maybe if it is a trip home, the need of new clothes for the boy or new shoes, or a hew hat. Whatever
may be your needs this big store is ready to supply you. The bigger stocks that we carry, and the preparation we have
made for this event, makes this stoce stand out as the one place to do your Thanksgiving shopping to avoid delay and get
Make a. list of the items you will need for
just what you wish at the lowest price consistent with good merchandising.
Thanksgiving and be at the store early Monday morning as every department of this store is offering values that cannot
'
be duplicated.

"
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$2.00 or box of six
of pure thread Irish linen,,
with embroidered confer?, six different designs to the box.
Made

Shell Hair Ornaments

Women's 2clasp Kid Glove

T

75c a Pair
These gloves are made in the popular
p
style
come in tan, black and white; all sizes. Bought originally to sell or $1.50 pair. SPECIAL 75c pair.
two-clas-

Well,

,

heel.-sole-

x

,1N

x

at any rate

I

;

25 per cent Discount
A large assortment of shell hair ornaments, in new
styles, in a wide range of prices. All next week- yott
may have your choice of the stock at
-

25
hop

PER 'CENT DISCOUNT

00

11

the linen came from

M
At About

Most of the 'items listed here are the lowest they have
tarn since the Kuropean war started, and they are just a sample of the way we sell things in this department. Grocery

8 lbs. Granulated

one-thir-

$1.00

Sugar

i "M

.if.

to customer)

(.18 lbs.

20 lbs. Pure Lard
10 lbs. Pure Lard
.
26 lbs. Compound Lard,
.
10 lbs. 'Compound Lard . . .
5 lbs. Compound Lard.
27 bars White Laundry Soap
lb. cans Tomatoes
2 2
12 eans Corn

$2.70
.

;..

I a

.'.$M5

.

.

'.

W

i:

tit

at (Purs
M m

$c Tabic 'Damask

s,.

50

iengtns.

$2.25

lengths

.

fJ

$T.6o
85

.

$.20

'$3.00

$r.oo

$3.75 "2

Shots for the Family
ROSENWALD'S

$1.05 yard

lengths..
yard lengths.

1- -2

ef

d

$5--

A

?7.00.
For Men

If you contemplate buying

Three great specialty
lines for men to choose from
Hanan, Crossett and Douglas. We
foci that with tnese well known
brands our men's shoe section is
unsurpassed. Men's Shoes S3. 50 to

$4.00

or coat for Thanks-

$40.00
$29.50
$23.50
$14.50

--

$27.50
$19.50
$12.50
$ 6.50

Whether it he a new Suit or an
Overcoat, you will get better value
$15.00

or

teed "all wool an to give
wear or a new one free."
Price $15.00 and

4

good

Coprrifht 1914
1 be H. pijck

$1.25
$3.50
$4.50
$6.50

$45.00 Suitsi, $30.00
$37.50 Suits, $25.00
$27.50 Suits, $19.75
"$18.50 Suits, $12.25

$1.50
$3.50
$4.00
$4.50
$6.00

;

Cow

"

$20.00

Napkins
Napkins
Napkins
Napkins
Napkins

$3.55

...$4.26
$1.8--

?

yard

98c. doz.

.$2.58 dozen
,.$3.00 dozen
dozen
.$4.50 dozen
$3-4-

.........

The Boys clothing we

sell is

made by a large specialty house,
that makes only boys' clothing.

for $1.00
for $2.65
for $3.50
for $5.00

Copr'iiht 1914
11k H. BUck Co.

Style is as closely followed in this
boys' wear as in the men's gar-

Every seam is reinforced
and many are taped to prevent
ments.

-

,...u..
PLEATED

3

t.--

'-.

are tne proper thing.
Viriety of color

A

ripping, and a great many of the
suits have an extra pair of trousers to match. We are certain that

(T7

large

cemfcinations;

a'l sizes and sleeve, lengths
$1.75

Las VbaiLQcdinaStofo

SHIRTS

if

v

ui)

O'''

&J

'

you cannot obtain better, or in
fact as good suits in the state, at
the same prices.
,,,
1'Rici ' r'
(,'

r

-

h

'

'.

Boys Clothing

to $ 7.50 Dresses, $ 4.90

Hats
$4.00 Hats
$6.00 Hats
$8.00 Hats

"

$1.42 yard

0

to $37.50 Dresses, $23.50

$2.75

$3-o-

Napkins

to $25.00 Dresses, $16.75
to $17.50 Dresses, $10.50

to
to
to
to

.$2.54

lenplhs
$5.63 2
yard lengths
' $6.75
lengths'
and
$2.75 Table Linen
$2.50

Millinery

$20.00 gar--

wrd

$1.27

1- -2

WOMEN'S DRESSES

New Fall Suits $15.00
a Frankel

to
to
to
to

-

.$3.60

$4.UO

WOMEN'S SUITS

Por the Children; Buster Brown Shoes for children answer the question in children's shoes. Made along scientific
lines, of the best leather obtainable its little reason why we
guarantee every pair to give absolute satisfaction or a new
pair free. PRICE $1.25 to S3.50.

$3.00
. .

lengths

rd

'

$2.40

lengths

rd

$2.25 Table Linen

giving, let this he the place. With, the superior stocks we
carry, and an expert fitting department, we can give you
value and service, you can obtain at no other place.

$7.50.

'5

$0.00
a new Suit

1- -2

'

$1.20 yard

lengths
yard lengths
lengths

rd

to

$2.63

.

...,.$3.15

$2.00 Table Linen

Printzess and Wooltex Suits

$2.

,

lengths

$3.50
$4.38 2

Radical Reductions

j

to

3

98c

$r.4;

$1.75 Table Linen

For Women The Shoes tor women
were never more becoming than
this season. All the new styles in
bronze, patent, gun metal, and kid;
Spool, Lioin'a XV, and Cuban Heels;
cloth or leather tops. The nhoe
illustrated is a Hanan gaiter shoe,
IiOuiB XV heel, receding toe, pat.
vamp and quarter, corkscrew cloth
top. Women's Shoes from 12.50

I

.........

$1.50 Table Linen

Sr.oo

$4.50

ft

.",

49c yard.

.45

-2

In

off

3

Next week you will have a splendid opportunity to re
plenish your table linens. Beantitul damasks of pure flax m
new rose, chrysanthemum, clover, snow drip and lily designs..
You may save about
d
on your purchase. Napkins
included. Come.

items are for cash only; do not ask us to accept phone orders1
please. All goods will be delivered free.
1
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HELPLESS AS BABY

MOUNDS

BUSINESS

Down in Mind

Unable to Uork,

and What Helped Her.

GROWS
RESUME OF TRANSACTIONS
ING THE PAST YEAR IS

DURIN-

TERESTING
The following prosperity story from
the Wagon,' Mound Pantagraph shows
that the Mora county town is a hustling place:
The commereiaMmportance of this
city is little appreciated because there
js no noise made of the 'business carried on at this trading point, tout as
a forethought of Thanksgiving time,
it is well that we consider what has
Ikjcu. done in the way of trade here
during the calendar year' to date.
There have been) shipped into this
point, in carload lots, two cars grain,
one car lumber, one car machinery,
one car agricultural implements, five
ars cement, five cars salt, 14 cars
coal, 20 cars flour and leed and 22
other carloads unclassified, 71 carloads of supplies which have been
distributed from, this market.
There have been shipped out: five
carloads beans, ten carloads wool, 29
carloads hay and straw, 26 carloads
sheep, 38 carloads cattle, one carload
oats, two carloads wheat and 34 carloads lumber, 135 carloads of the products of this vicinity which brought
in cash returns to this town upward
of $200,000.
Our local bank, shows clearings for
the ten months amounting to $050,000,
quite some business for a state ha nit,
In view of the fact that some of our
large firms carry additional out of
town accounts.
Local trade has been greatly stimulated by the bountiful crops that have
been raised in this vicinity on the
"'dry farms," wheat running from 20
to 30 bushels per acre, oats around 30
imshels, corn to 30 to 50 bushels, and
forage crops from' one to three tons
per acre. Many of our farmers have
succeeded in establishing productive
dairy herds, from which cream is
shipped to Las Vegas and Raton
creameries, and these herds guarantee to the producer a regular income
which places their owner m the attitude of cash purchasers of supplies,
an advantageous position for both
buyer and seller. This country is
destined to become a rich dairying
community because of the absolute assurance of the production of forage
crops year by year without fall. Local
trade will increase proportionately to
the development of this Industry and
will be stable as it grows.
Withal, we have much to be thankful for the year 1914, for the marketing of our farm products has just
December 35 st will show a vast
increase over the figures above given.
be-gu-

Summit Point, W, Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for ft, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardui, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
I am now 48 years years old, out feel as
good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish 1 had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would da

them."
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It
helping weak women foe
more than 50 years, and will help you,

too.

Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
Wrlti It: Chattanoogi Msdlclna Go., Ladies'

Dept. Chattanooga, Term., for ,9xcm
Intiruriium on your casa and
book, "Horn
Treatment for Woman," in plain wrapper. N.C. 1S1
Advisory

pices of the Redpath. bureau' and the
Y. M. C. A. will give an entertainment
full of charm, amusement and instruction.
The Rawel family la- composed of
full blooded natives of New Zealand.
The family consists of Chief Rawei,
his wife, nine Taimao, and their little
son, Tamaiti Rae.

These remarkable people are living
illustrations of what education and
culture has done and is doing for the
savage races of the South Sea Islands.
Their entertainment
has all the
charm of complete novelty and is
It
highly amusing and Instructive.
portrays the customs of the country
in a delightful medley of music, song
and tropical scenery.
This attraction will afford something absolutely new and cut of the
ordinary, and it is one which will he
appreciated by those who are interested in the educational ndvantage
as well as those who. will enjoy the
amusing side of thiugs and the, hearty
laugh.
EXIT OF JUDGE WRIGHT

Washington, Nov. it. Justice Daniel Thew Wright, who attracted attention several years ago by sentencing
Samuel Gampers and other labor leaders for contempt, leaves the supreme
court bench of the District of Columbia today, having resigned while under fire of Impeachment charges last
month. The charges, filed with the
judiciary committee of the house of
representatives, allege official and
personal misconduct.

smoke together, too. No tolling when
we'll meet sa!n.
"I hope it will be under different cirFRIEND IN THE DARK cumstances," 1 said.
He smiled thoughtfully,
"They could be worse.'1 He stud-leBy F. J. CLARK.
the end of his cigar. "It strikes
me, my friend, you're somewhat green
at your business," he observed as he
blcjw out the first puff of smoke. "I'm
(CopyriKliO
I'd been waiting to see the notice a inclined to believe an old hand would
whole year, and when I saw it one not have stopped to enjoy himself as
Thursday afternoon, you can just bet you did, but would have made to safer
It made me whistle some. And the grounds, just as soon as he got everyjoke was, I'd not as much as two thing available."
"You're right," I agreed. "I surely
dollars to my name, and It felt Just
the same as if I'd stumbled on a am a greenie at the game. And now
I'm satisfied I'm a rank failure at
gold mine.
';
I've proved it by my
I tore a generous slab out of the the business.
conduct
foolish
this
very night"
a
to
allow
careful
good
paper, being
He knocked the ashes off his cigar
margin around the notice, put it care,
fully away In my pocket, and hiked and looked over at me.
over to my friend and adviser, Jim,
"Did you ever stop and tbink what
kind of work you're engaged in?" he
the Turk.
..
did
"Really,
He was asleep, after being out all questioned seriously.
night, and I'd quite a time to awake you ever stop and think?"
him.
"No, 1 guess I never did," I an"Read this!" I said, thrusting the swered.
"I thought so, my friend. Well, you
piece of paper in his hand. "I'm going to blow his coop tonight, and 1 want to stop and you want to think,
want you to come along."
and think hard, too. It may be a
"'Who is he?" be asked after he good thing for you. You may come to
realize you're In the most dangerous
had read it "Don't know him."
"Why, that's White, the banker," business In the whole world, and the
1 said.
"He's worth half a million. one that pays you least, when you
He lives over in Jersey and has a reg- come to consider all things. You're
ular Solomon's temple of a home. going about with your life in your
That states he and his family are go- bauds, and on every job you tackle
ing to attend a swell wedding in this you're inviting a bull, a regular, or a
old burg tonight, which means that watchman to try his aim at you. And
he'll not be at home and that we'll besides, state's prison Is staring you
in the face.
Take tonight, for inmake a clean-up.- "
I have plugged, you
couldn't
stance,
He shook his head.
full of lead just as well as not, and
I
but
with
can't
"Sorry,
go along
done so before you'd have time to
you, Spotty, my boy," he said "Got
boo? Just as easily as rolling off
say
a very Important engagement on hand
for this evening, and I can't turn it a log. And let me tell you right
If they'd
down. But don't allow that to inter- now, there's a good many,
done so,
would
in
have
been
my
place,
fere with you. That's a chance you
don't want to let slip by. But you too. They'd not have taken any
want to be mighty careful. You know chances. They wouldn't have given
somehow
them suburb jobs ain't as easy as they you a show to pull first But
sized you
I
I
different.
were
felt
you
always look. For my part, I prefer
up quite a while before I spoke. 1
those at home."
kill a man uuless
There was a train left the city at felt you wouldn't
had
to."
you
12 rn., an ideal time, and I board"I wouldn't kill under any circumed it. I arrived in the. Jersey town
stances," I said. "I'd submit to capat 1 : 30 a. m.
ture every time first." And then I
I knew just where the house was
the story I'd been waiting from
located, for one afternoon, several began
first to get going, that raised good,
months before, I had taken a sur- the
and
vey about to be in possession of the
to turn burglar because of no
forced
facts, when the time arrived to do the
mother-at-hom-

'

.

of an hour I'd
the place gone over from top to botI'm a quick worker, and I
tom.
worked my best. And I'd made quite
a haul. I'd a big bag chock full of
solid silverware, and besides I'd about
fifty dollars' worth of jewelry rings,
and breastbracelets,
pins I'd run across upstairs in the different sleeping rooms.
I chucked the bag of silver over my
shoulder when it occurred to me I wanted a drink. I laid It on th floor, attd
went back into the dining room, where
I remembered having seen a flask of
whisky while I was helping myself
to the sliver, and a box of cigars on
the buffet. I picked tip both of them
and returned to where I'd been, which
room happened to be the library
I lowered myself into a big, comfortable Morris chair, poured out a
good sized drink of the whisky, and
gulped it. Then I lit a cigar.
Of course, I was all smiles.. Two
hundred would put me in clover for
the coming month, at least. And I
was in a position to enjoy the clover.
I took another drink, puffed several
tlmeB more on my cigar, and told myself I'd tarried around about long
Well, in

three-quarter- s

in damp, chilly weather there is
a large demand for BALLARD'S
many
SNOW LINIMENT because
SOUTHING OUT OF
people who know by experience its
great relieving power la rheumatic
arhes
and pains, prepare to apply it
THE ORDINARY LINE it at the
first twinge. Price 255c, 50 enough.
As a farewell drink, I poured out anand $1.00 per bottle.1 Sold by Cen other one, and was about to raise it
to my lips when a soft sound behind
NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT
TO BE tal Drug Co. Adv.
me broke the quietness of the room.
COURSE
GIVEN ON LYCEUM
I shot around, and found myself in
ON NOVEMBER 28
the line of the shining barrel of a
DISTRICT COURT WILL
big revolver. It was backed by a tall,
The Iiawei Family, which is to apsmooth-faced- ,
grinning individual. He
pear" in the Duncan opera house on
OPEN SESSION MONDAY was framed in the doorway leading
into the hall.
Saturday, November 28 under the aus- "How do!" he greeted pleasantly.
He'd knocked the speech clean out
IS
SMALL,
DOCKET
CRIMINAL
of me so that I didn't find it for a
BUT GRAND JURY WILL AUGminute or bo.
MENT IT
"Well, I guess you've got me, all
I said.
right,"
The regular November term of the
"Yes. Looks very much that way,"
district court for San Miguel county he smiled. "But just for safe keeping,
will open Monday morning at the court put that bad looking pop you have
house with Judge David J, Leahy pre- there in your hand on the table. I'll
whose
Awaits the individual
I
Owing to the fact that the feel easier, besides like to have such
siding.
I
can
where
easily see them,
things
well
court has kept its docket pretty
physical and mental powers fit
and you might be tempted to use it if
11
criminal
are
there
cleaned;
only
you got the least chance."
him to grasp opportunities.
cases set for trial. No serious ofI didn't do his bidding right off, for,
or
manslaughfenses, such as murder
when I gave up my pop, I might as
Right food plays a big part.
ter, are included in the list, of cases well tie my hands for him. But when
set for trial, which is as follows:
he commanded me again, and made it
Daniel Slain, larceny of cattle; Al- very plain by the way he said it that
bino G. Gallegos, assault; P. H. Smith, he meant what he said, I threw It on
Grape-Nut- s
criminal libel; Miguel Baca, assault the table.
"Now, empty out your pockets," he
Toribio Roibal, embezzlement; Miguel
ordered, "and be careful not to leave
Gow-emade of prime wheat and
Pettine, unlawful trespass; Veda
anything behind."
a worthless check; Wiluttering
I did without saying a word.
cormalted barley, contains in
" la that all?" he questioned, frownliam Elliott, assault with a deadly
weaon; Francisco Lujan, unlawfully ing.
rect proportions the elements
"Here's my pockets," I Invited. "Go
selling liquor; James G. Reynolds, Unecessary for building strong
ttering worthless check; Eustaqulo Ro- through them, If you think I have
more."
mero, appeal.
bodies and keen brains.
He chuckled again, ,
Several important matters will be
"It Beems so small, though. I'd
investigated by the grand jury, which think they'd have more Jewelry about.
This delicious food is long
has been called for Monday niorniug.
people, you know.
They're
The grand and petit juries will be But, then, I suppose, they wore the
and
liaked easily
digested
empaneled at the opening of the court, good stuff to the wedding. I'd forgot.
nourishing.
following which will occur the trial But sit down. Drink up. And just
of cases. It is believed the term will pour me out one. You don't mind
with you?"
not require more than two weeks at my drinking
A daily ration of Grape-Nut- s
"Not at all," I said. "There's plenty
the most.
of it here, and you've got as much
with other food is good for
There are 146 cases on the civil
right to it as I have."
docket. Due to great activity upon the
He gulped the stuff and smacked
ambitiouB folks.
part of the court, who has been hear- his lips,
"The rich chaps have the good goods
ing in .chambers with regularity, the
il!. right," he smiled. "Now, just pass
civil
docket,
been
has
reduced
a
,
me a cigar. We mls;hl as well have

r

Up"

A

"Step

r,

,

well-to-d- o

'There's Reason"

open legitimate paths, that
game, and the promise to
if let go, all of it,
just the hash we have stowed away
in our noddles to pull for sympathy
on such occasions.
When I'd finished he faintly smiled
and slowly puffed on his cigar.
"And your mother's living?" he
e

trick.

'

asked.,
"Yes, sir, and belongs to a very
prominent family in Boston."
He turned around and looked
straight across at me.
"Have people been in the habit of
using you kindly?" .he aske4r-,,"Hathey been using you as you'd like to
be used?"
I shrugged my shoulders and smiled.
" "
"It's been so long since a kind act
fell my way that I've forgotten all
about it," I said. "The rough part of
the world has always been mine and
always will be, I suppose."
"For the most part you may deserve
it," he said. "You may not be the
kindliest on earth yourself. One thing
sure, you cannot expect to find kindness and encouragement when you
follow what you're at now. But suppose now, I should do you a kind
turn, would you benefit by it? For
instance, all I've got to do is to take
up that transmitter over there on the
table and call in the police and have
you dragged off to jail. But suppose
I don't do it, but instead let you go,
would you call that a kind act? You
asked me a little while ago who I
am. I said I might be the chief of
police. Well, I'm not, and it strikes
me, if you'd done a little thinking of
your own, you'd have come to the
conclusion that Mr. White wouldn't go
away and leave such a beautiful home
after him as this without somebody
on guard. You wouldn't yourself. And
he didn't. He left me here, an I'm a
plain, everyday watchman. And now
So now,
I'm going to let you go.
we'll have another drink together, and
then make yourself scarce! You can't
ve

tell what might happen."
Of course, I was delighted to get
away, and I told myself I'd pay him
back if I had to wait till I was dy
ing and remember him In my will.
It was daylight when I got into the
city.
And belDg

yet broke, the two dollars that Jim the Turk, had loaned me
going for car fare, I went up to Rosenbaum's, the pawnbroker, to make a
borrow. He had loaned me some, and
I was over In a corner of the store,
reading the paper. The door opened
man stepped
and a tall, smooth-facein. In his hand he carried a goodRosenbaum greeted him
sized grip.
and took the satchel.
"I'll be back in half an hour or
so and collect," he said, turning toward the door.
"Who is that guy?" I asked Rosenbaum as he went out.
"Him!" smiled Rosenbaum. "Don't
you know? Why, he'a Red Andy, the
that Chicago
slickest bureau-tappe- r
ever turned out. He blew in here a
He mado a
CBuple of months ago.
good haul somewhere last night, too.
Just look."
1 leaned over the counter and lookeu
into the open grip. It was choking
with the silverware I'd collected at
Theu the counter
Mr. White's home.
came up and hit me in the forehead,
at least I tbouKht St did, but it w&8
really me takln a tumble when I realized I'd fell for his phony guff and
let tilm niaUe tha cleac getaway.
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SELL CASKETS AND
SUPPLIES FOR

WILL

SNAPS

LARGE

FOR CAC1I ONLY
AT

FAPENS STOR.E
1212

NATIONAL

ENDING
sack

1

M.

Sugar.--

AVENUE

24TH, 1914

,

?5.SW

lbs. Sugar

1G

$1.00

20
can Dustbane
1 pkg. Star Naptha Washing
20c
Powder
1 pkg. Iiorax Chips
10c
4 pkgs. Argo Starch
25c
1 case Diamond C
Soap$3.20
7 bars Diamond C
Soap2Ec
1 case Lenox Soap '
J3.60
C bars Lenox Soap
25c
1 case Bob White Soap
$3.50
(i bars Bob White Soap
25c
1 case Crystal White Soap$3.75
i bars
Crystal White Soap 25c
1 bar
Scouring
5o
Soap .
1 lb. pkg. Arm & Hammer Soda,
3 for .
25o
8 sacks Table Salt
25c
k. Pikea Peak Flour90c
481b. 8k. Pure Quill Flour.$1.45
60c
80c K. C. Baking Powder
40o
50c K. C. Baking Powder
20c
25c K. C, Baking Powder
10c
15c K. C- - Baking Powder
10c K. C. Baking Powder,
1

24-l-

2

lor -

.

15c

No. 1 cans King Bird, Sal-- $ 1.211
mon, per dozen
No. 1 cans Pride of Ocean

Salmon, per half dozen..$1.43
No. 1 cans Pride of Oeeau
80c
Salmon, per half dozen
1 case O. G. Corn
?2.0
1 dozen O. G. Corn
$1.10
1 case W. I Tomatoes
$2.40
1 dozen W. L. Tomatoes
-- $1.25
1 .case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.
B.
$100
1 case No. 1 Tomatoes, S.
$1.10
per dozen
40c
gal. can Blackberries
Libby's. Porlc and Beans,
25c
email, 3 for
1 doa, cansi W. L. Peaches.$1.80
1 uoz.
cans W, L. BlackB,,

1

berries
1 doz.
1

doz,

cans
cans

$1.80
$2.15
$1.80

W. L. Pears.
W. L. Grapes

box Prunes,
box Prunes,
1
$2.50
box Prunes
$2.40
1 254b. box Peaches
1
box Plga-s-i
1
$3.00
box Pears
'
1
box Apricots,,
$3.50
"
- $1.00
itTlbs. hulk" Raisins- 1 doz.
ukgs. Raisins$1.10
30c
Clam Chowder, large
Clam Chowder, small
, 15o
lOo
Jupiter Clams, can
30c
box Cod Fish
25c
Moby's Ketchup, pints
Libby's Ketchup, half pints.lac
30c
Maple Leaf Jam, 2!) oz
25c
Mixed Sour; ipickles, qts
Mixed Pickles, sweet and
10
sour, 6 oz
Libby's Apple Butter, crock40c
30o
Manzanilla Olives, bottle
gal. Pompeian Olive
gal. Pompeian Olive Oil 90c
Pt Pompeian Olive Oil, bot,-50- c
50c
Karo Syrup, 10 H
30c
Karo Syrup, S lt
25c
Karo Syrup, 2 lb., 2 for
American Beauty Macaroni,
23c
3 for
American Beauty Spaghetti,
25c
3 for
American Beauty Vermacelli,
25c
3 for ,
10c
Golden Egg Macaroni
85c
10 lbs. Compound Lard
50c
5 lbs. Compound Lard
$1.40
10 lbs. Colorado Lard
25c
6 lbs. Mexican Beans
20 lbs. Rice
25c
4 lba Rice
.
10c
Scotch Barley, pkg.
25c
3
for
Tryposa,
$1.25
Box Apples
Armour's
Grape Juice, half
'
1

25-l-

1

25-l-

50-6- 0

25-l- b

'25-tt- i.

iU

25-lb-.25-l-

12-o-

Oil-$l.-

TONIGHT! CLEAN YOUR BOWELC
AND STOP HEADACHE, COLDS,
SOUR STOMACH

FIRMS

W. C. Dennis, the manager of the
Las Vegas Undertaking company has
been given a position as the represen
tative of the Batesvllle Casket company and the Embalmers' Supply com
pany. Mr. Dennis will travel throughout Texas, Arizona and Louisiana for
the two companies. Mrs. Dennis will
remain here, whore the headquarters
of the Embalmers' Supply company
will be located. The Ias Vegas Un
dertaking company has been turned
over to the stockholders. Mr. Dennis
will leave tonight on hia initial sales
trip. His new position commands an
advance in salary. Mr. Dennis is a
live wire and his friends are certain
that he will make good in his new vocation.

box now.
You're bilious! You have a throb
bing sensation in your liead, a bai
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,?
your skin is yellow, with dark rings!
ucder your eyes; your lips are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and ill tempered. Your system is full
of 'bile not properly passed off, and
wlrat you need is a cleaning up inside.
Don't continue being a bilious nuisance to your self and those who love
yet:, and don't resort to harsh physics
that frrltate and injure. Rememhi r
ihat most disorders of the stomach,
liver and! bowels are cured ty morn- dj; with gentle, thorough Csearet
- they worlt while you sleep. A ,
rent box from your dmsrgist will l.eepr
your liver and hovvt'ls clean : stomachCHICAGO CHURCH CELEBRATES sweet, and your head
cloa- - for
Chicago, Nov. 14. St. Jams church, irerths. Children love to taka Cas- the first Episcoal church, established carets because they taste gco.1 and
hi Chicago, will tomorrow celebrate
gripe pr sicker.. Adv.
its eightieth anniversary. Five women
and a lone man, met in 1834 and orCATHOLIC HONORS FOR SHAHAN
ganized the parish, and for SO years
It has been the place of worship for
BaTtlmore, Mr., Nov. 14. New honmany mamilies whose names figure ors of the Catholic church will fall
prominently in the history of the city. tomorrow to Monsignor Thomas J.
An auctioneer's platform was the first
Shahan, rector of the Catholic univerpulpit, and the wall decorations were sity at Washington, when he will be
the auctioneer's notices. Many years consecrated titular bishop of German-icipolago the chtrrch was the scene of a
by Cardinal Gibbons in Baltitrial, when Rev. William F. Walker more Cathedral. Mon&igncr Shahan.
was; ousted necanse he often carried is one of the most
prominent Catho
a rifle oni Sunday for
lics in America, and his writings and.
purposes.
activities iiu education have brought
him many honors.
The titular see of Germanicopoli
Despondency Due to Indigestion
is in Asia Minor, in the mountainousan
Is
not at
It
surprising that per
of Iscuria, and like many of
sons w o have Indigestion become province
the titular sees is now a poor village
Here of a
discouraged and despondent.
few thousand inhabitants.
It ia
are a few words of hope anl cheer of
to Americans,
interest,
however,
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In
having been successrvely; held 'by Bisk-o- p
diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
Mullen of Erie and Bishop Foudel-k- a
was so poor that I could not eat the
of Superior.
lightest foods. I tried everytOiing
Cardinal Gibhong tomor
Assisting
that I heard of to get relief, but not row will be
Niland of Hartford
Bishop
until about a year ago when I saw and
Bishop O'Connell of Richmond.
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and The sermon, of
consecration will be
got a bottle of them, did I find the preached
Duggan, vicar
by
Moneignor
right treatment. I soon began to Im- general of the Hartford diocese.
prove, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion Is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
ROBERTS LEAVES THE MINT
Get a

nt

-

is

gamo-shootin-

VOCATIONAL

SCHOOL OPENS

Minneapolis, Nov. 14. Practical
training of boys and girls in. trades
ami home making begins here on Mon
day, when the vocational school wHl
open at the old Central High school.
You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25a O. G. Schacfer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

SKEANK.
PILLS
CHICHESTER
.
.
ltlleI

4

fill
taxes,

r

Ahk

jnr

I'rnyfflftl lot
a lUamand Tlrawd

fk

Ud ami
sealed with

ijold OietalliAV
Biuo Ribtwn.
ake no older. Buy of your V
lItrniFeHNt.
A&kfirriil-fl'lf- l
K.TFR R
UlAjiUNU KJtANik 1'II.I S. f. r 13
in

years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Washington, Nov. 14. George B.
Roberts, director of the United Stated
mint, leaves his post today to go inta
banking in New York. He was formerly editor of a newspaper in Iowa
and state printer there. He has been
director of the mint since 1S98. wiUi
the exception of three years, 'when h
was president of the Commercial Nav
tional bank at Chicago. His
officials in the treasury department
today.
gave him a cordial send-off

A tight feeling in the chest accom
panied by a short, dry cought, Indi
cates an inflamed condition in the
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
you get with each bottle a
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POll-OUPLASTKR for the chest Th
srup relaxes the tightness and the
plaster draws out the inflammation.
It ia an ideal combination for curing1
colds settled in the lungs. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
SY-PU-

One of

j

the
?

famous

$1-0-

gat

Armour's Grape Juice, qt 45c
Armour's Grape Juice, pints,
45c
2 for .
Jlorse
Evaporated
Libby's
15c
Radish, bottfe .
$2 25
10 lbs. English Walnuts
10 lbs. Almonds
10 lbs. Snow Drift
5 lbs. Snow Drift

$2.25
$1.40

50c
can Statesman Coffee 90c
10 lbs. Spurr's Special Coffee,

for - -

'.

$2.80

50c
Gal. can Ketchup
Mexican Chili Iwler, can ,'ic
2"c
Del Monte Preserves, jar
3.ic
Anchovies, jar Libby's Chipped Beef, jars,

:
l'c - Libby's Chipped Beef, jars,

'''

ia's

20C

lbs. Potatoes
iSUver Vina Healing Oil
Lice Killer .. ...
Poultry Tonic .
Stock Tonic
100

$1.35
40c
40c

i"c

I

:t

j
I'

Electric Heating
conveniences

-

at

u

fXK

fin

Facts that'll win your favor:
El Radio ,s a

'
r
conveniently portable supplementary
I
hand
always-coan
and.
has
four
but
;'"
weighs
pounds
top.
Can he used wherever there's a
Doea not vitiate the air of a room warms the air, di.-- c t
take the life out of it.
Its chetrful warm glow makes that cMHy comer, sm.i.1 r t
or oulce so comfy, so oozv.
Kims in tho bnthruc t, aul when v Vi ; I, t,.
Uses little current cost of operation, very low.
Just the thing to use wherever aud wlu never ati.1 i v
gives needed comfort.
El Radio measures 10x12x12 inches,. Is ma!. cf jr, .1
i
the outside finished in polUied nickel and l' , ' '
, i
the Inside is iwlisned copper, lacquered to j u
Guaranteed 5 years.
See SI Radio, the useful "Utile electric grate," cIpih
at our snlesroom.
ol
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Etruscan
One of

M. M. PADGETT

gj'

the

popular patterns in Corhnin

Editor

table silver-

ware stands with
thebestproducts
of the Middle
Georgian Period.
The designers of
that time were
strongly impressed with pure
Greek and Roman
forms, invariably
avoiding the ro
coco, the fantas
tic and the ornate.
This new Gorham

at East
postofflc
Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-

Entered, at the

las

mission through tie United States
snails as second class matta.
TERMS OF 8UBSCRITION
Dally, by Carrier

Per ,Copy...
One

Dally, by Mall

One Year (In advance)
Six Months (in advance)
One Year (in arrears)
Six Months (in arrears)
j

WEEKLY

One Year.
Six Months

and Georgian

.$6.00
. 3.00
. 7.00
. 3.50

Wis

Trade
Marki

12.00
1.00

and
letter S

(Cash in Advance for Mail

j

U

i

Subscriptions.)

WW

Remit by check, craft or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
ALL

diuing rooms.
.N?5s. MiiHb in fitpr--T.
v.vW .
ling Mlver
.s
only, and
Stamped
with the

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
(

tt

these standards, attracts by
its classic simplicity and is especially appropriate to Colonial

. .65
. 7.80

Pne Year....

The Friday Bridge club was entertained this week at the residence of
Mrs. Clifford S. Losey on Fifth street
The following were present: Mrs. Hal-leRaynolds, Mrs. Charles Spiess,
Mrs. Ned Raynolds, Mrs. Erie Hoke,
Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. H
W. Clark, Mrs. William E. Gortner,
end Mrs, Clifford S. Losey.

upon

15

Week

One Month

4 4
Mrs. Losey Hostess
to her Bridge Club

pattern, modeled

.$

IrchiH
Which insures

quality and

purity of design.

TAUPERT

i

AT

PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

far in advance, and especially when
such a policy would mean sustained
Advertisers are guaranteed tbe
But
loss for the intervening period.
largest dailv and weekly circulation the pulses of the business world are
of any newspaper in northern New
beating stronger. There is a general
Mexico.
desire to get busy and force prosperity if such a thing be possible. The
demoralized condition of business and
TELEPHONES
from the
Main 2 industry in Europe, resulting
Business Office
minimize the dewill
necessarily
war,
News Department... .........Main 9
structive effects of low tariff in this
country, as European producers will
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11. 1914. be less able to take advantage of the
otherwise fine opportunity offered
them in America.
THIS BUSINKSS OUTLOOK
o
t'tie genera business situation has
oveloped unmistakable vitality
. .
. the past ten day and prospects are
directions.
in
many
brightening
There has been a stiffening of export
demand for raw materials and a
larger movement of cotton. The
Benefit Show for
i'ecta of war orders for supplies of
nil kinds are 'being felt In many Las Vegas Hospital
On Tuesday evening at tbe Mutual
:ltie, and these orders are expected
street there will be
of accumulat- theater on Bridge
to increase as upp-llefor the
benefit
a
performance
given
ed stocks abroad are exhausted.
be
will
There
Las
hospital.
Vegas
stimHeavy shipments of wheat have
of
ine
reels
extra
three
pictures,
ulated the grain markets and pro-will be "Rose of the
ducts of the farmer generally have feature pcture
High School
leen benefited. The effects of these Valley." The LastheVegas
of Mrs.
direction
under
Ctlee
club,
movements are being felt in all the
will ting. There will
Kolm,
Adolphine
agricultural districts and especially
o t
here in the west where there is a be music during the presentatione
Mutual
the
the
pictures
by
more normal condition of business,,
of the hospital win
probably, than anywhere else in the orchestra. Nurses
The Las Vegas
ushers.
officiate
as
United States.
The one depressing feature is the hospital does an immense amount of
Jack of activity in tbe industrial charity work. It cares. for many sick
litworld. Factories that were forced to people who reach Las Vegas with
an
is
Here
oppor
no
or
money.
close on account of the democratic tle
tariff are still closed, and there is lit- tunity for the public to assist a
tle hope that they will be reopened worthy institution.
for some time to coma Manufacturers are taking a more optimistic view Normal Faculty
v" things and some of tbe Industries, Hosts to Teachers
One of the most enjoyable events
notably those connected with the iron
and steel trades, confidently predict of the week occurred last Saturday
a resumption, of production, although evening when the members of the fac
not nipon the scale formerly enjoyed. ulty of the New Mexico Normal Uni
The hope of manufacturers lies in the versity entertained the teachers of
prospect p a return to a protective the city schools. The teachers gath
tariff two years hence; and while that ered together in the chapel of the big
is a long time to wait, but waiting is state institution at about 8:30 o'clock
about all the factor' owners have to An address of welcome was made by
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
do.
The inauguration of the new bank of the school. This was responded to
ing system next week is looked for- by Mrs. Lou Cobb and Byron J. Read
ward to as an interesting event. superintendents, respectively, of the
There is, kt bourse, wide speculation town and city schools. An interesting
'
'i G.
tis t the effect this will have upon talk was given by Professor
The :finanela
uituatkm. With a por Rogers, followed, hy,a humorous story
if.
tion; of" the reserves released it is ex- by professor 'Mk"tire. iJJ
pected that r"' stimulating Influence Donaldson to,ld of ,the war experienwill be felt throughout the farming ces of one of his relatives! Miss Maand cotton producing states. How- rie Senecal gave a beautiful vocal
ever, even with money in plentiful selection and Mrs. Mabel Hall enter
eupply for country needs, the stock tained the guests with a piano solo.
exchanges remain closed and the se- Miss ITelma Vollmer gave a reading
curity markets will continue to be that was enjoyed by all. Dean Frank
po restricted that there will be prac-tfall- Carroon closed the program with a talk
no opportunity for railroads The evening ended with refreshments.
i!
iniiirtrl.il foip'va' omh lo ihRO
now loans. It, is the assertion Young People Form
the a Dancing Club
TM
Several young people, have oran-v- l
a uanoin
f'l
club recently. The
wiln
idy Is known as the Ttmname Kane-:Htl. and it meeta weeKlv at the
ttn
)(
i
f i n t'i V f i i rH ,t (
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Mrs. Ward Gives
a Luncheon
Mrs. J. H. Ward gave a luncheon
yesterday afternoon at her home on
Eighth street. The following guests
were present: Mrs, Arnett, Mrs. B.
Archibald, Mrs. A. J. Mitchell, Mrs.
O. E. Burch and Mrs. R. C. Head.
4
To Parents of
Ambitious Boys
The. Y. M. C. A. is planning to the
smallest detail a wonderful trip of
education and pleasure for your boy,
during August, 1915, to the PanamaPacific international exposition.
You can make the summer of 1915
r
one In your "boys life by
a
helping him earn this journey. The
exposition with its many pleasure
features will make a
impression on his mind. The
educational value of the exposition is
extremely high, easily equalling a
year at school. The many new things
he will learn will stay with him be
cause he will be having fun while he
is learning.
The trip itself will be a big event in
his life. He will learn Independence.
With a jolly company of boys of his
own age he will enjoy a trip of 18
days which will rival any other period
of learning and pleasure that he can
experience in his lifetime.
If you stimulate your boy's interest
and focus his attention upon this trip
you will be able to get him to use his
spare time in efforts to earn the
money required for him to go. You
may cause him to begin a habit of
g
saving which .will have a
value.
Wth your permission to go
and your promise to help him on the
money '.side, your boy rcan, easily un
dertake this trip.
Everything wil be conducted to the
advantage of the boys as it le not the
purpose to make a cent on this propo
'
sition,

Ladies' Home
Journal Patterns

THS

XI

the newest and latest
styles often, two or three
months ahead of others.
AH

J3TORE-O-

T

QUALITY

F

1

Apron Check

Ginj-2-

A frWl A F) A WW?

c

il

8
Good assort- men! of colors, specialU
c.

E.LASVEGAS.

Three

2

Days

13

N.M:
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hams. Our regular
7
quality but lots of
merchants sell them at

Monday
and

Tuesday

WITH HUNDREDS OF EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAINS

Every woman in Las Vegas and vicinity will want to get in on
these sale prices and we advise that you come prepared to buy.

Mfesistible Goafcnd Suit Values
$1S to 25 Suits S9.75

S7.50td9.50
Wool Coats $5.98

One of the season's best values, best all
wool materials, in rjood conservative

It's really a wonderful bargain lot of
models. It's a splendid opportunity to fjet new winter coats in splendid styles and
made to sell at $7.50, 8.50 C
a really beautiful suit at CQ
QQ
MJO.lJO
fcJJLeitJ and 9.50. Special
this low Drice

red-lette-

fr

n JEWELER

Elks Rehearsing
for Their Play
The play to be presented by the Elks
is progressing steadily. Two rehearsals were held during the week and
the choosing of the cast is almost completed. The performance will prob
ably take place early in December al
though no defiinte date has been set.

WOMEN'S AND HISSES'
FALL SUITS

II.
fr
if

'

z

a

?

oline Greenberger, Mia Eileen Rosen
thal, Mise Helen Nahm, Miss Florence
Goodman, Miss Regina Rosenwald of
Albuquerqiue, Mrs. Beulah 'Sterne of
VjcksAurg, Miss., Miss- Clarau Heine-maLoenberg .$!jfalf-more- ,
Ohio, Mrs. Matilda Finn pf'New
York city, Mr. Milton Taichert; Mr.
Dan Taichert, Mr. Simon Bacharach,
Mr. Sam , Greenberger, Mr. Albert
Strauss, Mr. Max Krause, Mr. Herman
Ilfyld, Mr. Louis Hfeid.
-

lisa-Mill-

Young Republicans

Plan Celebration
The Young Men's Republican club
held a well attended and snappy meet
ing at the court house Wednesday
night to decide upon a celebration to
be held by the club In the near future.
Tomas Kaiu, Benjamin Amrfjo and
I' i i io D. Lujan were appointed as a
r i i.i ittee to interview the central
com mii tee and arrange plana. It is
announced aa UVelv that the organiza
tion will have a 'M;; blowout at the
! 'i
m op:ra house in t"m early part

ALL DRESSES
i OFF
and Hisses
For

Q3.7B
Every one a most recent arrival-ca- me
in tho newest tailored models
pleated effects. Made of finest quality inviBible striped wool suitings.
Best $5.50 values

Special

J

$4.98
One look will convince you that we have more than cut the price
on all our this season's millinery. The hat3 here specially are composed of this season's prettiest models high grade shapes richly,
trimmings-Sco- res
yet artistically adorned with this season's prettiest of
of nifty creations from which to select. VALUES $6.50 to $8,

13.79

Choice.

Women

;

We Have Certainly Cut the Prices
New Trimmed Hats for only

$5.50 Skirts

Rosenwald, Mr. aijd Mrs. D. Winter-nitz- ,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Morantz, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr. and
Mrs. M. Greenberger, Dr. and Mrs
Jacob Landau, Mr. and MrB. Joseph
Taichert, Mrs. B. Hefneman, Miss Car

Suits and Coats worth Suits and Coats worth
$27.50 up to $30
$23 50 up to $25
for
sell for
SI 4.75 sell
$19.50
only
only
Suits and Coats that formerly sold from $.32.50
4. crj
to $45.00, good fall styles, will be on sale for
,

B'Nai B'Rith
Gives a Dance

evening delicious refreshments were
served. Taking it all in all the only
defect to be found in the evening was
that it did not last twice as long.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs,
Charles Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Mor
ris Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dan
ziger, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stem, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Stern, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Bendix, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Bacharach, Mr, and Mrs. Isaac Appel,
Mr. and Mrs. William Rosenthal, Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Russel, Mr. and Mrs.
George Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. David

Don't miss this "Bacharach Sale". It's a real bargain event
hosts of smart new Fall Suits offered at great discounts from
the former prices.,

WMM

life-lon-

The dance given by the J. E. Kosen- wald Lodge I. O. B. B. at O. R. C.
hall on Thursday night was one of
the most enjoyable events of the
week. A large arid jolly crowd attend
ed and derived a great amount of
pleasure from the evening. The music
was good, the floor was fine and the
dancers were happy. During the

Specially Priced

'

Choice

$4.98

Your Winter Shoe Supply Bargain Priced
$4.50 Ladies

Shoes. Pair

A saving of

Monday

and

semi-Dres-

$3 49

at least one dollar on

ery pair purchased

Girls "Hi"
Top Shoes

here.

ev-

Saturday,

and Tuesday, Ladies' Dress
s

Shoes, in patent calf

U

or kid leather with either cloth or
mat kid

tons- -

a guaranteed

"pule

AU size8- -

$2.39

These shoes artj made over foot
form lasts of extra good quality calf
skin, gun metal or Russian calf, sizes
12
to 2, are always sold at $2.85,

Every PaIr

v.

$4.50 value, ;",This sale,

Special
per pair,

All

7

J

:

1

;

,uy.)

IN BOYS' SHOES

Made of solid leather, lace style only.
Sfzes

$3;4o

339

SPECIALS

Side.

to IS
1. to

$1.75

values.

6V2, $2.25

.

-

.'.$1.39

values;.'

$1.73

EXTRA SPEGIAC BARGAINS

Leatherette Gloves, 50c
Made in the kid glove style of best
grade leatherettes better for wear
than real kid. Two clasp style. Well
worth 7r.c. Any size, per pair. ...50c
75c Corsets. 49c
As an extra -- apodal we offer a high
standard make corset of good grade
coutil la medium bust and medium
or long hip-B- ic
'y finished. Sizes 19
to 2.1. Special 73e quality ...... 49c
Silk Petticoats $1.79
liest Mesaallno Silk Petticoats per-- j
feet fitting. Come in black, green,!
Copenhagen, jiavy and brown; special
Kayser'

Wool Vests and Drawers $1.45
are in need of good warm unIf
you
at
derwear women's
garments djon't
Women's Wool Sweaters $1.98
Of good qualitywool yarn heavy rib- fail to take advantage of this offer.
$1.45
bed have large rolling collar. Come Special, per garment.......
$4.00 Quilts $79
in gray, cardinal, navy and wine, $2.75

purchase:

...

all

lengths

$2.75

values

$2.00

...$1.98 Something new, pretty patterns, fancy
centers with plain borders to match.
Winter weight fleeced union suits, in Maximum warmth, minimum weight.
sizes from 6 to 16 years. . Superior A splendid $4 value. Spiecal at. .$2.79
59c
Manhattan Shirts, 98c
made garments. Each
L L Muslin at 6c a Yard
Men, think of a genuine Manhattan
A good quality of L L brown muslin, Shirt, guaranteed not to fade. In all
3(i inches wide offered as a leader at, sizes and worth
$1.75 all over the
S8c
6c United Slates being sold at
per yard

valua

Special

75c Boys' Union Suits 59c

Store Open
Evenings
November

H

16

t

'

,

H
1

!

f
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WHO SHOULD WORRY?
WASH DAY A' BURDEN a worry on your mind? Do you wonder from week to week how you will get the TASK performed I?o
you start things steaming early and then find you have no one to

CLOTHES

READY-TO-VEA- R

IS

help you do your washing?
Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let, us worry.

Puritan Sanitary Laundry
1201

Phone Madrv 267

WAR

PERSONALS
L. N.

National Ave

Stover arrived this afternoon

$50,000.00
f

Our Greatest Ambition
that sells the Finest. Highest Grande CJoth
ing obtainable.

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

"

INTEREST PAID ON

CAPITAL QTCQSl
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

LOOK OVER OUR. F ALL AND
WINTER LINE OF SUITS A; OVERCOATS

GUI

YALE

d

j

h

d

-

President,

--

'

r

--

Treasurer

interest'' paid on deposits

1
TTQUMI

Y-'G-U-

today on the wheat market After
off to a like amount up,
opening
the market underwent a moderate decline all around. The close was nerVi. to
vous
above last night.
Continued fine weather, despite
forecasts to the contrary, made the
corn market easy. The oDenlne.
which varied from a shade down to Va
advance, was followed by a general
setback. The close was unsettled at
Vs to Yi net decline.
Oats held comparatively steady.
Provisions lacked support and pork
sagged the most The closing quotations were aa follows:
Wheat, Dec. 1.15; May 1,21.

SUIT
For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.

'

We have a complete line of for-

eign and domestic suitings,

com-

prising all tha latest weaves, and

68;
49;

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

at right price.

receive special eare.

May

71.
53.

OFFICERS AND DIRKCTOKS
H, W. Kelly. President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pre- st.
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward.
C. C. Bobbins.

'

East Las Vesas, N.

M.

If

Albuquerque, N. M.
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
Eowe, N. M
Santa Fe, N. M.

I s

GROSS KELLY & CO.
IHBOnPOR&TED

Wholes a.Ie Grocers

WOOL. HIDES

a PELTS,

BAIN WAGONS

May
Pork, Jan. fl9.10; May $19.60.
Lard, Jan. $10.47; May $10.57.
Rbs, Jan. $10.22; May $10.55.

Pressing, cleaning and repairing

LUMBER.

;NAVAJO BLANKETS

EAGLE HAY PR.ESSES

U

1

3K

CHAS. LEVIS

Winter Buying

TAILOR

- GOODS PLAINLY MAR.KED.

no price; JUGGLING

Whea Buying Here. You May
Thevt The Price is Kjght And
one Gets That Same Price.

r.h.
--

R. G
It. T.
E
U. B
L. H
R. H...

Walden

Betts
Stillman
Wilson
Ainsworth
Knowles
Legore

--

.J

HOES

mm

Genert
Trenkmann
Ballin
Shea
Ames
Tibbott

B

Matcn

HP

lien's Suits SOverceits Ladies Suits

LUJAN CASE MONDAY

$10.00 value Men's Suits

$7.90

$12.50 value Men's Suits...$9.90
$12.50
$15.00 value Men's Suits

f

$20.00 values Men's

Suits--L:'4lG.-

$12.50 value Suits
$15.00 to $18.00 values.
$18.00 to $20.00 values
,f 20,00. to $25.00 values

j

KANSAS CITY

j

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, November 14. Hogs,
receipts 4,000. Market higher. Bulk
$7.708; heavy $7.80S: pigs $6.50
7.25.

Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $1010.75; western

calves' S10.
Sheep, receipts 2.000. Market steady,
Lambs $89.75; yearlings $0.50

!

i

--

$12.50

f 14.75
.

$10.50

.and..

PLAZA

fl;

'r
"

s

"

$79.75;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 14. Prospects of a
torge Increase, of th vtsihle supply
total on Monday had a bearish effivt

'

" '

x

-

ON THE

."--

V

?9.90

Ladies ;
Men's; Overcoats
Coats will be found at1 about the
same prices for proportionate
values, "We can fit out the Boy
and Girls also.:

HA HUE

I Ceils

Displaeyd in our windows are
some of the Excellent Bargains
we are showing. You will see

On Monday, November 16, the case
of the State vs. Francisco Lujan will
ccme up for trial before the district
court. Lujan was indicted some time
ago for violation of the liquor laws.
At a celebration that was being held
at Canon Largo he wa running a
soft drink stand. It is charged that
he also dispensed drinks of the "hard"
variety, thus infringing oiijUieglaw.

0

',

!
f

Going hand and hand with the nice saving in price you make when
buying shoes of us, is our own guarantee of satisfaction, which means
much to you, because it assures you of satisfactory wear. This is an
important factor, especially in the matter of shoes.

New York

Glick
Driggs

--

ThatEyery;

.

Shenk

O.

C

F.el Assured

Boys' Hats and Caps, Furs, Men's and Ladies' Furnishings, Yard Goods,
etc.

Mw
mm

The game started with the following lineup:
Yale
Position
Princeton
L. E.
Brann
Highley
-- L. T.I
McLean
Tabott
White

;

Men's Suits, Overcoats, Ladies' Suits and Coats, Shots, Rubbers and
Overshoes, Underwear for everybody, Blankets and Comforts, Men's and

field.

Conroy

is

MadeiEasi

two, three, four and seven yrds, U
line.
planting thhaU on the
Glick went to within a foot bfi the
goal, then was pushed over for an
other touchdown.
Law kicked the
goal. Score: Yale, 19; Princeton, 14.
Princeton was off side on the kick- off and Law purposely kicked short
and diagonally. A Princeton man
line. With
caught it en Yale's
only, a few minutes left Law tried two
forward passes, but both grounded.
The game ended with Princeton holding the ball near the center of the

e,

D

T. HOSKIXS

LOST

sus-see- n

13.5-inc-

U

;Vice-Preslde- nt

1;

.

rath-in-la-

WM. G., HAYDON...
H. W. KELLY -

i

GREENBERGER

IIHKD

DEPOSITS

TINIER

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

VJ6 Invito. oo t&:pll'':

PRINCETON

Hoskins, Cashier.

V ISO AS

This we have done and the mt- dium through which we have
accomplished this is Hart Schaf"
fner and Marx Clothes.

;

D. T.

nt

In order to have it known as that
kind of a store we must first
MAKE IT that kind of a store,

ber 21. She had been , warned that
there were German mines off Tory
Island, and fear of these mines was
AND
the official explanation wh3n she un
xnectedly put into Lough Swllly.
The Olympic's 'passengers saw. the
'nighty warrior Bink. Then their ship
turned her prow toward Lough Swilly.
Small craft cleared the route to make
sure It was free of mines. From Oc
the Russian
tober 27 to November 2, the Olympic prise attack occupied all
border to Trebi- on
the
houses
block
Charles M.
lay at Lough Swilly,
for three hours in
Schwab was the only passenger who zonl, penetrated
Russian
territory In the direction of
left the Olympic at Lough Swilly, and
and
Batum
occupied the Russian bar
all supplies were taken aboard by
of Kurdaghl.
racks
men of the navy. After the steamer
In the battle of Kprogaimia on the
entered 'Belfast harbor one of the
and twelfta the Russians
eleventh
waiters on board was arrested, charg
were defeated, losing 4,000 dead,' 4,- ed with being a spy.
600 prisoners. Our
The Olympic carried about 300 pas 01)0 wounded and
rifles and much
10,000
sengers. Nearly 100 of these were troops captured
,
ammunition,
English reservists. All passengers
"The Russians retired in bad con
other than British were denied pass
dition in the direction of Kutseh. The
age from Belfast to Liverpool and
of the ground1, together
steepness
were compelled to go to Dublin, which
with fog and snow, handicapped our
is an open port to take boats for
outflanking movement and conseEngland. Secrecy regarding the loss
the Russians could not be cut
oi the Audacious was enjoined upon quently
'
quail.
off."
Miss Helma Vollmer and Miss Syl- the crew and passengers of the Olymvia, Vollmer took a horseback trip to pic who were urged to refrain from
Fighting In Caucasus
iil.Porvenir today. They will return discussing the tragedy pending a corNov. 14. The general
Petrograd,
rect statement. The crew of the Automorrow.
staff of the Russian army in the CauT. J. Evans and wife came in today dacious was removed from the liner casus has communicated to Petrograd
to.visit D. L. Batchelor of this city. as soon as warships for tho purpose the following statement:
Me. Evans is the superintendent of were available.
'The fighting ir. the region around
"The crew of the Olympic was magthe Santa Fe railroad at Clovis.
continues. There have
Kepreykey
Mrs, L. II. Kroenig, who has been nificent," said one of the passengers. been no engagements in the province
visiting here left today for her home "A warship's crew could not have act-ee-l of Zatehorokh, in the valley of the
with greater courage and precistWalrous.
JJayaxid and the Alaschket, or on the
Word has been received here that sion. Everything was in readiness for coast of the Black sea."
Mr. and Mrs Charles Ilfeld will ar--1 launching the boats as soon a the
riye in Las Vegas on train No. 9 to- - Olympic was within reach of the
The Ilfelds have been trav-- . dacious.
in
"Many 'of the passengers Expressed
eling
Europe.
Mrs. Chester A. Hunker and her two tue belief that the sinking of the
returned last night from St.jaacios possibly saved the Olympic,
Louis, Mo. They have been spending which might otherwise ,,hae entered
TO
U'mine field. Others held to the theo- a" few weeks in the middle west.
Miss C. D. Cox arrived this after- - rJ' tnat a submarine torpedoed the
riooni from Denver.
She will spend varshlp, basing their opinion on the
some time here visiting her brother- - fact tllut f1''' was wounded astern
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. ei than forward, which would more
likely In the cause if she had come
lewis.
Thei vaudeville team of Chester and in contact w th submerged explosives.
(Continued from Page One)
Bi9
Grace came in today on train No. 10.
The destruction of the Audacious son shot past Ball into the three-yarThey will appear tonight at the Mu- tual theater in the first vaudeville act is the most serious single loss
mark and Scoville went through a
tained by the British navy since the hole between Shenk and McLean for
here this season,'
Dr. William Howe and trie party of opening of hostilities.
Only a few an easy touchdown.
Legore missed
hunters, including Evangelist Crimm, British warships outrank her in size the goal. Score: Yale, 19 ;Princeton, 0.
that accompanied him in his car to ail(I fighting ability. The Audacious
Eberstat went in tor Ames. Law
Wesner's ranch last week, returned ha(1 a displacement of 24,000 tons and replaced Boland and did the kicking
tcday. They enjoyed some good spore. was 596 feet in length. Her arma- for his team, but Legore was superior
guns; to him, too. The period ended with
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Clark will leave ment consisted of ten
guns, four
on Monday for Hurdland, Mo., where sixteen
the ball in Yale's hands on Princemark.
they will reside. Mr. Clark has been and three torpedo tubes. In her trials ton's
Fourth Period: Easton went m for
employed in the office of the Invest- she developed a speed of 22.4 knots
ment and Agency corporation. He has aa hour.
Wilson, and Guernsey for Legore. On
lived here for some time.
the first play Yale was penalized 15
Russians Report Triumph
C, H. Bally returned yesterday from
yars and Guernsey punted to the
Petrograd, Nov. 14. The general Tigers'
E Paso, where he has been spending
mark. Law came back
a few days on business. Mr. Daily staff of the Russian, army has given 12 yards. He failed oa a forward pass
visited several of the former Las: Ve- out an official announcement as fol- and punted to Yale's
mark.
Sheldon went in for Taloott, Trask
gas residents, who are now living in lows:
"In east Prussia we continue to for
Albuquerque or El Paso.
Brann; Carter for Stillman; Love
make progress. We have captured for McLean.
Rov. Bertie Crimm and D. K. Cura-hiwho have been conducting serv- five German howitzers near Soldau.
Princeton then forced a punt, which
ices at the First Baptist church for November 13 we forced the Germans Dickerman ran back 15 yards. More.
to retire from Rypln. Between the
some time, left today for Portales.
turned Yale's left for 14 yards, Glick
Vistula and the Warthe we have had hit
tackle for eight and DickerThey are planning a hunting trip from encounters
with the advance detach' f manright
that town with the expectation of gettook the ball to Yale's
nienta of the enemy. We have occa
mark. Hogg replaced E. Trenkman,
ting some hear and deer
Tarno in Galicla."
Moore made ten yards1 and Brann and
District Attorney Charles W, G. pied
Ward will return from Mora this
Stillman were rushed back into the
Turks Win In Caucasia
evening.- Mr. Ward has been away for '
game. They could not stop the Prince
London Nov. 14 The Turks, Jn ton
atiout a week representing Las Vegas
hslly. Dickerman plunged through
an official communication given out the.l()-yarmark. Moore tried Yale's
'i the deliberations of the commis- at Constantinople!' under date of Noleft- - n4 which headed him off and
sioners of Mora county concerning the
vember 13, claim to have invaded the
i
toad.' The sitting of the
shakiiig off several .tick
The dodgedack,
Rniar,territ4vfJXacasIa.
lers and Ecprint: a touchdown.
Law
grand jury on Monday necessitated Turkish
official communication conkicked goal. S'pre: Yale' :i9; Prince
his return.
tained in ah Amsterdam dispatch to
ton," 7. " "i-- '
Reuter'a Telegram, company, says:
In
went
fuj? Sheldon and
Lowghridge
Subscribe for 'The Optic.
"Last night our troops, after a sur-Cornell for Ainsworth. Princeton
ke.pt up its attack after the kick-off- .
line Glick,
Starting from their
Moore and Dickerman made a first
down, and three more rrles took the
bail to the center," Dickerman doing
the- - work. Glick turned left end for
&4 V
n...
five yards.
Then Dickerman made
first dows in two attempts. Next he
broke through Yale's right wing for
nine more. Each side ran In nunw- oii9 substitutes.
1
f
Glick msd-- a first down on Yale's
line and added six more
through left tackle. The next four
plays were Dickerman's and he went
MoVS-Tab-

SURPLUS

c.mDE

(Continued From Page One.)

from Denver, Colo.
J. M. Watson c,ame in last night from
Pueblo, Colo.
J. A. Mullen of Albuquerque came
in on business today.
Mrs. S. Barclay was a visitor here
todayi from. Dallas, Tex.
Louis Aubert of Santa Fe was a
visitor here this mornings
E. h. Walters, a Denver business
man, was visiting here today.
G. H. Michaels arrived today from
Santa Ana, Calif., on a business trip.
I. M. Flerdberg of San Francisco
was a business visitor here yesterday.
Jacob Davidhizer. a mesa farmer,
came in today to purchase supplies.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harris, residents
of the mesa, came into town this
morning on a shopping trip.
Mateo Lujan, assistant commissioner of public, lands, came into town today from his home in the capital.
Mrs. E. J. Meinhelmer of Raton arrived this morning.
She will visit
here for a few days.
L. W. Ilfeld and Stephen powers
went on a trip In the direction of La
Liendre today. Jhey are hunting

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAF

AND

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDJL

fHB BEST

mi

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. t, A. F.
A. M. Regular

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets sectnd and
fourth
each
Thursday
evening
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
first kid month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Whereas, m a certain action pend- - J
third Thursday to brothers cordially invited Howard T.
tag in the District Court of San Mieb month. TlslUng Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Buildwherein
the
Aetna
guel County,
bitber
cordially in
ing Association of Las Vegas, New
M. Cry, W. M., H. g. Van KNIGHTS
vited.
OF COLUM PUS, COUN-C1Gay
is
T.
Mexico,
plaintiff and Francisca
NO. SU4 Meets second and
Pettem, Becretary,
Sena and Viotoriaiia Bttaa tie Sena
fourth Thursday in O. R C. ball
are defendants, said cause being a
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunldlng. Vlsitim- - members
suit to foreclose a certain mortgage
r
are cordially invihed Richard Devina,
z KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
upon the property hereinafter describ
Tues-jy- " G. K; Frank Angel, F. S.
conclave
second
.
ea, tne said piamrirr
aid recover
dey In each mcnth at Majudgment against the said defendants
a r
a.'.'
tj'j-v-sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
j
GEO. H. HUNKER
in the sum of Nine Hundred Forty-twAttorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Dollars and Forty-sevo- n
Cents
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
($942.47) with interest thereon at the
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
raio or twelve per cent
per RATES FOR CLAS1FIED
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
OH. F. ft). HUXMANN
annum until paid together with all
in
"
each
cation
first
OentlH
Monday
costs, of suit and costs of sale.
month at Masonic Temple
Dental work ot anj descrtptloa at
Whereas, it was in and by said iive cemtsi per line each insertion
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
moderate prices
judgment and decree provided that in Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
H. p.; F, o. Blood,
Room 1, Center Block. Office Pqwm
the event the said defendant did not No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 881. Residence Phono Main 41
pay off and discharge the said judg- lines.
All advertisements
charged
ment within ninety (90) days from will be booked at space
actually Bet
from the date thereof, that then the without regard to number of words I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LOCAL TiSiE CARD
4, Meets every Monday .evening at
undersigned, as special master, should Cafch In advance preferred.
on
their hall
Sixth street. All visitsng
proceed to sell the mortgaged prem-iseEast Bouno
brethern cordially invited to attend,
'
described!
ifor the
arrive
Dear
A
N.
A.
T.
Jmedenstlne,
G.;
Rogers,
purpose of making the amount of said
No. 1.... 7:20 p. m
7:41
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
judgment and costs of suit and costs
No. 4. ...11:54 p. m... ..11:61 p.
C.
V.
Wertz,
Treasurer;
Hedgcock,
of sale, and
WANTED Girl for general house
No, I.... 1:25 a m
t:Si a 6
Cemetery Trustee.
Whereas, the said defendants have
work. Apply fJ5 Fourth street.
No.
1:15 p: m
l.o p,
'not paid the said judgment
and
Wstt Bound
B. P,
ELKS
Meets
and
eeeond
there now remains due thereon the WANTED A good reUable
Arrive
girl for
Depart
fourth Tuesday evening of each
sum of Five Hundred Thirty-si- x
Dogeneral housekeeping. Apply 1016 month Elks' home on Ninth street No. 1.... 1:10 p.
1:1k p. jjj
llars and Nineteen cents ($536.19);
Fifth street.
:4t a. &
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. I.... 1:35 a. m
Now therefore notice Is hereby givNo. 7.... 4:20 . m.. ... 4:81 p. &
are
H.
invited.
Wm.
cordially
Springen that the undersigned, as special WANTED Reliable woman for
cook er, Exalted
No. I.... :85 p. m
. 7:t
.
Ruler, D. W, Condon,
master to malte said sale, will on
and
ing
general housework. Apply
Wednesday, December 9th, A. D. 1914
Mrs. j. S. Clark, 1117 Eighth street.
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day at
They hang on all winter if not
the east door of the Court Housb in WANTED A salesman to handle our KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in checked, and pave the way for serious
the .County of San Miguel and State of
line in Las Vegas and vicin't.y: W.
O. W
hall. Sixth street, on the throat and lung diseases. Get a botNew Mexico, exose for sale and sell
bond required;
good proposition first and
third . Mondays of each tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comto the highest bidder for cash !e
Write Grand Union Tea Co., Color
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers pound, and take it freely. Stops
'said mortgaged premises and property
ado Springs, Colo., for particulars.
and Ladies always welcome.
O. L. coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
with the improvements
thereon,
Freeman, President; MIsb Cora Mont throat, loosens the phlegm and is
which premises and property are delaxative. Best for children
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly
scribed as follows r
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. and grown' persons. No opiates. O. G.
All of lots eight (8), nine (9) and
TOR RENT Three room house fur W.
Store,
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
ten (10) in Block No. Thirteen (13)
'
nished, light and water In house. Sixth street, East Las
Adv.
Vegas, N. Mi
of Lopez, Sulzbacher and Rosenwald's
Apply Clement Curio Store.
Addition of the EI Dorado Town ComBest Cough Medicine for Children
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
coun
to
Las
pany
Vegas, San Miguel
102 Meets every Monday night 1
ty, New Mexico, as shown by the plat
"Three years ago when I was living
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a' in
of said addition of EH Dorado Town
Pittsburgh one of my children had
Company on file and of record In the FOR SALE Pony mare and colt, $25. 8 o'clock. Visitine members are cor a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
office of the Probate Clerk and Ex- dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, presl Upon the advice of a druggist I purA bargain. S. Powers.
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
officio rccordder of San Miguel Coun-ty- ,
New Mexico.
FOR SALE OR RENT Typewriters, C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
Cough Remedy and it benefited him
Veeder and Veeder, attorneys for
all makes, best terms; patronize
at once. I find it the best cough med
plaintiff.
home trade. W. E. Bainks, Vegas MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children because it is pleas
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly ant to take.
W, R. GORTNER,
101, 926 Fourth.
They do not object to
Lcve
at O. R. C. hall, on the second taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
Master.
Special
FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa. This remedy conWhen your rood does not digest
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will S p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. tains no opium or other narcotic, and
well and you feel "blue," tired and
pay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- may be given to a child as confidently
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the PUBLIC SALE Milch cows at
welcome and cordially Invited.
Adv.
Papen pecially
bowels, purifies the system and reranch one mile south of town, Fristores a fine feeling of health and en
day, November 20. Anthon Suhr.
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
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Do ne Quickly and
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W. T. Ilueuens, Nlcuoison, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hlf
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful
He was certainly In a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He gays, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone ami I sleep
all night long." 0. G. Schaefer and
Re Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Drug Co.

Adv.

A L

Ctrayed cr Stolon

homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guad
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state townsniip desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M,
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
E

D. C;

HONESTY PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS
Mr. Doyle

hat?

What did Oi do wid me

Mrs. Doyl- e- Yez lift it on yer head.
Mr. Doyle Uegorra, the next thing
Ui will be leaving me head in me hat

The Party Most Interested.
"Did you promise to take your small
boy to the ball game if he would

lea.
Ive got

And I almost wish I hadn't.
to wink at every mischiev
ous mmg ne does tor fear I can't
take him. '
AUTO STAGE

Automobile stage line to Mora tri
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murpliey's corner 8 a
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m, arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
ra. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
$3.
Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

Poor

Returns $250 Found
Street and Gets Cash
and Job.

Boy

In

V7 & & S3

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOwEY

or stolen from 1009 Main
street, brown scotch collie. Reward
for his return.

STRAYED

M Iscctlanccua

AH S3

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'Ottf
Dm W, G OiJES OH
Of

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per
per
per
per
per

AGUA PUB A COMPANY

the

Harvesters, Storers- and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
-

New York. A roll of $250 was
pfeked up on Fifth avenue the other
day by, Charles Morales, a sixteen-year-ollad, who was' struggling along
to his home at 249 East Fifty-sixtstreet, without a penny in his pocket,
footsore and downhearted because he
could find no work on account of his
si
inability to speak English.
Morales had never seen bo much
money. On the roll was a band on
which the boy spelled out Fifth National bank. There Morales went shy
ly to a teller's window, and while he
was telling his story word was received that Miss E. E. Boyiand. cash

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

h

ler for Richard

H.

Forscuner

& Co.

of 39 East Twentieth street, had
dropped the 1250 soon after leaving
the bank.
"Let him peel as many bills off

that roll as he likes," said the scale
maker, "and send him round to us;
Remarkable Cure of Croup
we've got a job for a boy like that."
"Last winter when my little boy had
"We'll give him one if you don't,
croup I got him a Lottie of Chamber said the banker.
lain's Cough Remedy. I honestly believe It saved his life," writes Kr&.
Important
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It C"t the
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's
pblcgm and relieved his eoughius Tablets not only move the bowels but
oil- I am most grateful for what Improve the appetite and
strengthen
tit's remedy has done for him."' For the digestion. For sale by all
dealers.
!e by oil dealer. .Mr.
Adv.

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

INT ADS

AND
1
SELL WHAT YOU

MM

WANT

f!
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the
people to whom-amoMIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth

those who

ng

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is, WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want
(and

are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical

WANT

ilS

FIED.

are Inexpensive,
Try tiers.

jet results and

EVER

f BODY'S

SATIS-

If
f

I

fl
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WOMAN II!

Restored! To Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegeta.

ble Compound.
Montpelior,

faith in your

Opened Season
On Tuesday evening a large crowit
attended the performance of Mutt and
Jeff at the, Duncan opera, house. The
ground floor 'was comfortably filled
and the galleriea were crowded. The-pla-

was a musical comedy and was
fWled with slapstick humor that drew
many laughs. It was well appreciated
by the galllery, to which It made its
especial appeal.
4 4 4
Porosis Meets
With Mrs. Roberts
On Monday afternoon Airs. Frank
II. IL Roberts was hostess to the Soro-ei- s
club at her residence on Fifth
BtTOet.
Mrs. C. F. Lewis was leader
for tho. afternoon and gave the stories
and
of Athallah and the character
resign of Jehoahaz. Mrs. C. W.
read an interesting paper on
conditions in church and state. Mrs.
John York1 gave a talk on the suggested topics. The, meeting closed with a
round table, discussion, on Micah's prophecies. Miss leona Greenclay favor-f- d
the members of the club with an
exceptionally file violin solo "The
Coronation."
Cars-calle-

n

a
Mrs. Browne Gives

a Line Party
On Saturday night last Mrs. 11. P.
a
Browne delightfully entertained
rowd of the younger society folk..
After a line party, at the Vegas1 theatre the crowd' returned to Mrs.
Browne's residence on Douglas avenue
and spent the remainder of the evenRefreshments
ing at five hundred.
were served. Those present were
Mis3 Florence Goodman of PhiladelIiss Ruth
phia, Miss Helen Nanm,
Nahm, Miss Opal Jones, Miss Chella
Van Petten, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
Minnie Kohn, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
Mr. Marvin Levy, Mr. J, Brockman,
Mr. Frank McOullough, Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr. William Pinney, Mr. Beach
Pinney, Mr. Edward Meloney and Mr.

P UL
PI
;AND- 'Chioir Loft

FOR OLD GLO'

Bring

pastor.

"We have threat
First mass 6:30 a. m.; Becond mass
remedies.
I was very ir-- it 10 a. m. Sunday school liv English
iregular- ana was and
at S p m, in Spanish at'

Vt

Miss Harberg to
be Spring Bride
Ttie engagement cf Miss Caroline
Harberg of Cleveland, N. 'M., to Mr.
Walter Vorenberg of Wagon Mound
was announced this week. Miss'Harhere is a. former resident of Las
Vegas, having attended school here
for some years. Mr. Vorenberg has
visited friends here on several occasions. No definite date has been set
for the wedding, but it is probable
that it will occur in the early spring.
-

Woman's dub Is
Entertained by Officers

Mrs. Powers Hostess
to her Bridge Club
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remedy for

te

Th.:t is what Peruna
use orer
s5K-ofs?f-

School

Holbrook

to

Dispute
Dramatic Climax.
Money

c .njht in many
..iuilatcd rooms;
direct draughts;
damp houses;
;w,ms; offices illy

REFUSED TO PAY BILL

Spanish
Every tiny infant hiakes Iifft'9 per8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction spective wider and brighter. And whatever there is to enhance Its arrival and
if the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. to
ease and comfort the expectant mother
OB.
should be given attention. Among the
helpful things is an external abspeak- real
Sunday school lor
dominal application known as 'Mother's
children
There is scarcely a community
Friend."
speaking
ing and Spanish
but what has its enthusiastic admirer of
every Sunda? at 1:30 p. n.
this splendid embrocation. It is bo well
thought of by women who know that most
drug stores throughout the United States
carry "Mother's Friend" as one of their
staple and reliable remedies. It Is applied
CHURCH Of OUR LADY OF
the abdominal muscles to relieve the
ev. Paul Oilberton, totrain
Very
on ligaments and tendons.
Those who have used It refer to the
Pastor.
and comfort experienced during the
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday ease
period of expectancy; they particularly
to the absence of nausea, often bo
refer
excepted.
result of the natural
Sermon in prevalent asIn aa little
Second mass 8
booh are described
expansion.
hut
mass
more fully the many reasons why
English. This ta Children's
been a friend
Friend"
has
"Mother's
is
especially the Indeed to women will, tlranly
hints, sugAn Honest Dependable Medicine everybody welcome,
'
renIt
gestions and helps for realty reference.
English speaking people. Hymns
"Mother's
liouien.
Friend"
nil'
in
be
should
It must be admitted by every
direc- under
the
the
children
dered
if
hut
by
may be had of almost any driisftlnt.
intelligent person, that a medifall to find it write us dlreet and also
ThlTd mass at 10 a. m. Sermon in you
cine could not live and grow in popularity
write for book to Bradfleld Regulator Ci
403 Lamar Bldg., Atluuta, Uli.
hold Spanish.
for nearly forty years, and
a record for thousands upon thousands
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
of actual cures, as has Lydia E. PinkAt 4 p. m. May devotion and beneTo such as seek to worship thus
ham's Vegetable Compound, without diction of the blessed sacrament
will find yourself among your
you
and
actual
possessing great virtue
At the New Mexico Hospital for the own people here..
worth. Such medicines must be looked
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by
The ushers will seat you, the music
upon and termed both standard and
the reverend pastir.
person.
dependcDle by every thinking
will please you, the Gospel will satisfy
If you have the slightest doubt CHRISTIAN SCIENCE- SOCIETY j'qu, and the people are friendly.
tliat Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaSunday morn-loST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
ble Compound will help you.write Regular 11services every
and
o'clock
Wednesday Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National
at
to
Li8
in Carnegie
(confidential) Lynn, Mass.,f or ad- evening at o'clock
avenue, East Las Vegas.
vice. Your letter will be opened, brary.
Twenty-thir- d
Sunday after Trinity,
h

Agreed Time.
Ossining, N. Y. Students at the Holbrook school, about a mile from this
city, are giving a warm and enthusiastic reception to "old clo' men" this season. In fact their receptions are so
warm and enthusiastic that this class
of dealer for some time in the future
probably will g4ve Holbrook school a
wide berth.

SOR-ROW- S

am.

It all happened because a peddler
sought to add to his stock of goods by
annexing without pay a suit belonging
to one of the students of the school.
He went to the school and said he
would pay liberal prices for second-banclothing owned by the students.
After looking over the collection he
offered to buy some of the clothes and
the offer was accepted.
When it came time to pay the bills,
however, the "old clo' man" refused to
pay for one of the suits he had bought,
asserting that he had brought it with
him from another place. This explanation did not satisfy the students and
they loudly denounced the business
methods of the peddler.
Failing to get satisfaction, the students shut the "old clo' man" In a corNovember 15.
ridor and warned him that he would
be kept there until he paid for the
Holy Communion, 7:30.
suit. The peddler escaped "by an open
Sunday School, 9:45.
floor leading through one of the rooms.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
One of the students, however, saw him
Order of service at ll o'clock:
as he beat a hurried retreat, taking
SolOnward
Christian
Hymn 5lfi,
the suit in question with him.
diers.
Following a brief but swift pursuit
Venite Exultenms Domino, Chant. the peddler was captured and brought
Gloria Patri, Chant.
back to the campus of the school.
Te Ileum Laudamus.
"Lynch him!" shouted one of the
students.
Chant.
Benedictus,
Other students caught the spirit of
Hymn 670, Father What'.u- of Earththe remark and hurried for ropes. The

fair-mind-

to-d-

read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict contidence.

-
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delightful social hour
Raton.
Stern, Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mrs. was served.
to worshii)
Everybody is invited
Simon Bacharach, Mrs. Isaac Bachwith this church.
arach, Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal, Mrs.
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Morris Greenberger, Mrs. Slg Nahm,
EPISCOPAL
FIRST METHODIST
There are. many times when one
Mrs. H. N. Grambarth, Mrs. Morris
and Nation
street
and
man
actions
Corner
another's
of
Eighth
Bendix, Mrs. L, W. llfeld and Miss
questions
A. Simonds,
under
Rev
Men
act
motives.
avenue;
Royal
al
differently
of
Rosenwald
Regina
Albuquerque.
The ques pastor.
different circumstances.
tr.
would
do
tion
what
you
is,
right now
Sunday school at 9:45 a, m.
at
informal Party
Former Las Vegan
Could
if you had a severe cold?
you Ogle, Superintendent.
Greenberger Home
4$ Getting Famous
Mr. and Mrs. MorriB" Greenberger do better than to take Chamberlain's
Preaching by tlw pastor at 11 a. m.
Word has reached us1 that Mrs.
entertained a few friends Sunday Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom and 7:30 p. m. Morning subject.
Allen Gorton Aldrieh, formerly Miss
in honor of Mrs. James Finn mended by people who have used it The God That. Answered the Fire."
Cora Petti john of this city, has been evening
"St New
subject, "Tne cnangeiesb
York City. SThe unfair was for years and know its value. Mrs. Evening
whistling her. way to popularity o'h
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham. Christ"
Informal.
entirely
the coast, Mrs. Aldrieh has appeared
berlaln's Cough Remedy Is worth its
At night, following; a short eons
at several lai'ge functions in Los An- Mr. and Mrs.
weight in gold and I take pleasure in service, a fine though short mimical
Danziger
geles, where she now resides, and has Give a Dinner
recommending It." For sale by all program will be rendered. Mrs. O'Mal- Party
scored a great hit with her excellent
On Sunday veiling Mr. and Mrs, dealers. Adv
ley's violin club will render two selecwhistling. She studied for several diaries
tions and Miss Josephine O'Malhy
a few
entertained
Dauziger
years at the California School of Art- fr'ends at dinner. The
were STOCK SHOW AT KANSAS CITY will sing "The Song the Angels Sang."
guests
istic Whistling at Los Angeles.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 14. The
Mr. and iirs. H. P. Browne., Mr. and
Epworth league at C:30 p. m. Thornot
will
cattle
on
interrupt
alf Sundt, Presidenti
Airs. Nestor Hoffman and family, Mr. quarantine
Commercial Club
Midweek service Wednesday even
and Mrs. Siraoi Pcifman, X. a; . Beu- - the American live stock show at the
Gives a Smoker
and Kansas City stock yards, which opens ing at 7:30 o'clock. Subject for gen
;.b Stern of Vxhsrurg,
Mi.,s.,
On Monday evening the Cpmmer.
on Monday and will continue all next eral discussion "Why a Midweek
Mrs. B. Danziger.
cial club held an excellent "get toweek. The directors of the show have Service?"
gether" meeting in its rooms. About
'
decided to carry out their plans.
You are cordially invited to all the
,
50 business) and professional men, Las Surprise Party
services of this church.
Miss
for
Kauffman
Vegas boosters, were in attendance.
of Toledo,
A delightful little surprise
party State of Ohio, City
The meeting was absolutely informal,
ss.
Lucas
,
County,
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
was
Miss
to
Corrine Kauffman
given
The
taking the form of a smoker.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
last
home
at
afternoon
the
Saturday
principal question under discussion of
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
her aunt, Mrs. Dan Stern. The oc- he is senior partner of the firm of F
waa the patronage of home industries..
business in
and
doing
Co.,
J.
Cheney
casion
wasi
the
of
Morning worship, 11 a m.
eleventh
birthday
Several speakers ohowed that buying
B. Y. P. Ti. 6:30- r. m.
Ihe City of Toledo, county and state
the
wera
The
lady.
young
youngsters
from local dealers was cheaper ard
will
firm
said
pay
that
and
atoresaid,
delicious
with
"eats'' during
Evening worship, 7:Ct p. ni.
more satisfactory. Offers were mad regaled
DOL
evensum of ONE HUNDRED
the
meeting, Wednesday
Those
afternoon.
were
the
Prayer
present
merchants to match the
foy many
of
ca
case
m.
and
each
every
LARS
7:30
for
Miss
Violet Hoffman, Miss Ethel
p.
ing
pric of any mail order house in the
The pastor, Rev. J. Miltou Harris,
Miss Alice Danziger, Miss Alice tairh that cannot be cured by the use
country. W. P. Southard, president
evening-will prtach morning and
Miriam Nahm, Miss of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
of the Commercial club, presided. Regensberg, Miss
to
CHENEY.
not
J.
FRANK
is
Crimm
expected
Natalie
Miss
Juliet
Adler,
Evangelist
Kauffman,
Among the speakers were Messrs.
to before me and subscribed be in town over Sunday. The uljwt
CorSworn'
Miss
Katherine
Miss
MoKarland,
Morris Greenberger, Ifiaao Bacharach,
in my uresence. this Cth day of De for the morning will be "The Lessons
W. NI Rosenthal, Lud'Wig W. Ilfold, rine Kauffman and Master Morris
I Learned' in a Coal Mine," and in the
A. D. 1S86.
Hoffman.
cember,
Dr. Frank II. II. RoSrts, E. L. Beal,
SeCLRASON.
A.
W.
(Seal)
evening "The Goodness and the
Colonel M. M. Padgett, Isaac Davis
Public.
God."
of
Round
Notary
Dozen
Meets
verity
and JtKlra David J. Leahy. During
The Baptist church tiihes its one
Hall's Catarrh Cure Ss taken interthe evening cigars and refreshments
t"c.
blood
the
acts
upon
stand
and
P.onna
directly
at
met
upon the Bible as the word cf
Dozen,
Ilio
rally
Thursday
were- Berveo.
to- - Jimis
Cod and offers i'a bon j
the
of
mucous
surfaces
syBtem
and
home
the
of
IL
Mrs.
York.
After
John
4
and
Ur&
one
free.
Christ
as
the
Solid
Savior,
for
a
testimonials,
delglitful afternoon at ranis reThanksgiving Danee
Him
"in
tliat
of
and
reihv'tHer
CHENEY
mankind,
Toledo,
Co.,
F.
followJ.
were
freshments
served.
Tho
by Woman's Club
i
:
tlie fulltx s i f ib
dwell
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Mrs.
Th( Woman's club Is planning a Mg ing members were present:
H i
i'l
"to
and
con
Pills
for
Hall's
A.
Take
iwiiily,"
Mrs.
Family
Clarence
Fleming,
4;!hc
for Thnnkwdvin.c;
evening, George
Ikhv, and even fn
Adv.
?mjv; mber 2'!, at: the armory. The? Iden, Mrs. William .1. Lucas, Mrs. P. I'pa.tlon.
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PUBLIC MUST PAY
TAX DN MESSAGE;
ISSUE
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
SCHEDULE OF MATTER
WHICH IS AFFECTED

For the information oi the puutio
the Western Union Telegraph com
pany has prepared a list of messages
upon which a war tax is levied. Vpoa
the following classes o messages
tax ot one cent will be effected, tua
sender paying for "paid'' message
and the receiver paying for "collect'
messages:
Full rate and night rate telegrams;
day letters and night letters; citbi
grams, both full rate and deferred ;
cable letters and (week end letter ;
press messages, when toll amoui.
to 15 cents or more, nidtfey tranirT"
utiu
messages; mtssagea
other liue. mesconditions;
sages transferred at improper poitn.-.messages of all kinds received from
automatic pay stationv the charges,
for which quoted to telephone operator for collection should include rho
ones cent tai:; received "coilwt'' rnta-sages of all classes.
No tax is to be collected upon any
of the above messages, with the exception of forwarded and transferred
messages, is filed in offices outelda
the United States, other message
upon which no tax will be colleetedi
are United States government tele
grams, C. N. D. messages, service
messages and deadhead company messages, deadhead messages sent under
franks, leased wiru
complimentary
mos saves.
;

DON'T WAIT
Take Advantage of An East Las Vegai

(pleasantly entertained on Wednesday
at the home of Mrsu Isaac Appel. Delicious refreshments were served. The
guests were Mrs.' Dan Stern, Mrs.
Jake Stern, Mrs, Morris Danziger,
Mrs. Beulah Stern, Mrs. Ben Lewis,,
Mrs. James Finn of New York city,
and Mrs. Morris. Greenbergegr.

a--

r.jt years 1 lis.ve Wi.
Vi! x.H;i oolila at eitnh chungo
f tuiik lruna- and have
"
1K..1 ;i'nblail with rhe aUglitOHt
Ko.:i.tcn."
Mr. ItirBalU- St..
ilouhor
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
las avenue and Tenth street
D. Myers, Mrs. C. H. Scbirmor and
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Mrs. John H. York.
'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school ses
Mrs. Appel Gives
tion
of the Sisters of Loretto.
a Bridge Party
at 9.45 a. ra.
sion
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs, llaru-hard- t
of Christian Endeavor at
Society
Appel entertained at bridge at
30 p. m.
her Eleventh street home. After
The church extends a most hearty
passing a pleasant hour 'at cards, re- welcome to all people. Visitors and
freshments were served. The guests
ly Bliss.
in the city especially wel
were Mrs. Morris
Sermon.
Danziger, Mrs. sojourners
Charles Danziger, Mrs. Joseph Danzi- corned.
Hymn 6(Hi, Just as I am Without one
Plea.
ger, Mrs.. J. H. Landau, Mrs. Louis
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
Stern, Mr3. Beulah Stern of Vicks-burg- ,
Columbia and- National avenue.
Ben
Mrs.
Lewis,
Miss., Mrs.
450, All Hail, the Power of
Hymn
James E. Richard, pastor.
Cecilio Rosenwald, Mrs. Isaac BachJesus' Name.
IJours of service:;
This church is open daily for private
arach, Mrs. Morris Bendix, Mrs. F.
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
M. Lyon of Albuquerque, Mrs." "Ernest
and meditation.
prayer
,
m.
Sabbath School. 9:30
Russell and Mrs. IL M: Smith:
veste- choir and crucifer at 1
Full
m.

Dan-zlge-

at the right
iirnt symptom of
beio. e tlie bones begin fc
he, belore the sore throat
miicats itself, or the cough, or
i discharge from the nose, just
iose or two of Peruna befor?
s: e symptoms
begin is gener- "ufjkient. But after the cold
jnce established- with the
i, m symptoms prominent, a
tie of Peruna, or maybe tvo,
be neceacary.
THruna

;s

Peddler Told the Boyi He Would
Pay Liberal Prices for Second-HanClothing, But Failed to Settle at

1

The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
met this week at the home of Mrs.
4 4
Stephen Powers. A pleasant after
Afternoon Party
noon was spent at cards. Those pres
For Mrs. Lyon
ent were Mrs. William J. Lucas, Mrs.
On .Monday afternoon Mrs1. IL P. H. S. Van Petten, Mrs. F. L. Myers,
D. Y. P. V., 6:30 p.
Browne entertained in honor of Mrs. Mrs. Clarence Idea, Mrs. George A.
If
you are without a church b"na
Seniors to Give
M. Lyon of Albuquerque. A deWe can help you.
come!
Fleming, Mrs. C, H. Schirmer, Mrs. Masquerade Party
are looking for church' wort
If
lightful afternoon was passed at Johanna Vollmer and Mrs. Stephen
you
Tonight at the Castle' High school
which
after
can help us.
were
You
refreshments
bridge,
Powers.
the senior class of the institution will come!
erved. The guests were Mrs. F. M.
4
1
entertain the other s'udents and the
Hev.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Lyon, of Albuquerque, Mrs. Hajlett Thursday Bridge
class that was graduated last ftlay.
street
Minister.
Kighth
Reynolds, Mrs. B. It. Russell, Mrs. 8. Club has Meeting
Whistler,
The affair will take the form of a j. h.
Powers, Mrs. H. 8. Van Petten, Mrs.
and Main avenue.
The Thursday Bridge club met this masquerade party.
R. J. Taupert and Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
9:45 a. ni. Hible School. Brins
week with Mrs. David Rosenwald. Revi
Bibles.
freshments were served after an enLast Tuesday evening the Junior
Communion,
Eighth Street
11:0(1 a. m.
Those present class of the Castle High school enter
joyable afternoon.
No preaching scrvic-- . morning or
Sewing Club Meets
were Mrs. James Finn of New York tained the
After
school.
of
the
faculty
.
The Eighth Street Sewing club was City, Mrs. Jacob Stern, ' Mrs. Dan
wni preu--a luncheon evening. Tiiei mini-a
H P. Browne.

up-to-da-

-

5'

g

The Woman's Club held an enjoy
able session on Wednesday afternoon
in the Commercial club rooms. After
the routine business, the outgoing officers entertained in honor of their
successors. Heiresninents were served and a jolly time enjoyed by all
those present. The retiring officers
were Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, president; Mrs. W. It. Tipton, first vice
president; Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal, sec
ond vice president; Mrs. Frank II. H.
Mrs.
Roberts, recording secretary;
Ben Striokfaden, corresponding secretary, and Mrs. Harriet Van Petten,
treasurer.
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Students

CHURCH OF TK'E IMMACULATE
Rabeyrolle,
CONCEPTION Adrian

tired and sleepy all
the time, would have
cold chills, and my
hands and feet would
bloat. My stomach
bothered me, I had
pain In my aide and
a bad headache most
of the time. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
t
i
M i 'done me lots of good
and I now feel fine. I am regular, my
stomach is better and my pains have all
left me. You can use my name if you
like. I am proud of what your remedies have done for me." Mrs. Mary
Gauthier, 21 Ridge St, Montpelier.Vt.

money raised win be usea tor me
charitable work that the club carries
on during the year. Committees have
been appointed to taks charge of the
hall, the decorations and the refresh
ments. A good time is anticipated.

MIS

STAGE A

T

BAD CONDITION

Mutt and Jeff

14, 1914.

Citizen's Experience
When the back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic;
'Til kidney troubles develop;
'Til urinary troubles destroy night's
rest.
Profit by an East Las Vegas citizen's experience.
Mrs. S. North, 905 Tildcn Ave., East
Las Vegas, says; "I have used Doan'a
Kidney Pills off and on when I have
needed them and so nas another of
our family. Doan's Kidney Pills were
recommended to us by a doctor while
we were visiting in Harrisburg, Pa.
Having twice before publicly recom
mended Doan's Kidney Pills, I am
glad to acknowledge their worth. We
have found them to be a reliable rem-edfor relieving backache and other
troubles, caused . by disordered kidneys."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't
simpl yask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pllla the same that
Mrs. North had. Foster-MilburCo.,
Props., Buffalo, N. r.

h .WW
His Prayers for Delivery
and Loud.

C1TROI.AX

Were Long

CITROLAX

CITROLAX
peddler at last took fright and began
Best thing tor constipation,
to beg for mercy. The students, heedliver and sluggish bowless of his entreaties, tied his arms stomach, lazy
els.
a
sick
headache almost at
Stops
and logs with the ropes, dragged him
under a tree and pretended that they once. Gives a most thorough and sat
were about to swing him up.
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
By this time the peddler was williir.
to (tive any amount of money for th
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for
clothing that he had refused to
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
His prayers for delivery werf
Drug Store. Adv.
long and loud. Automobile partit-- or
BRIDGE AT FRENCH
the way to Brlarcliff manor stopped t.
TEMPERANCE
WOMEN MEET
George Woodhouse, one of the coun learn the cause of the discussion an
ty oomniissioiW'rs of Colfax county, the peddler heneeched them to sav.
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 14. Encourag'tuff
stated to a representative of the him from the veugeance of tiie stu reports of tamiieraace victories in
Times this week tliat the bridge over dents.
of tha ootmtry, and
many
Meau while, members of the faculf
the Red river near French "will be
comprehensive plan of campaign for
:
All the steel if the school appeared and stoppp-the coming year, are under discuFskm
coiwtriM)ted at once.
the
of the students. The "ole
and other material necessary to make clo' sport
man" did not wait for apologies at the national convention ti r n
Women's Christian T
the construction is on the ground and but as soon a he was set at tibs-j.
work already commenced. This bridge hurried off in the direction of Brian-liwhich opened here n H u
was started during the summer and manor, leaving the BUit behind him.
will continue unU! nt t
u
about completed when a heavy flood
The convention will uifca tae
camo down the river, destroying the BRIDE
FORGOT
by congress, at the fchort r v r work already done and causing a loss
the
amend.', i O i'
Week, She Could No, ti'.Uon.
of nliout 80 per cent of the heavy Married Only
Remember That She Was
steeL It was therefore necessary to
Mrs, Katamachka.
Check Kidney Trouble at Or,
send for more material and (with it.
now on the ground, work will be rush
Thpre is g'u--h mnly m'Um In
New Yolk. Brule for a wenk, Mrs.
ed through, while tit?, waters of til
'their bra'
Anna Katamachka could not reuirm Kidney Pills, ym feel
first Jtse. Bcka
river are low. Springer Times.
b.ir when she appeared before (Lit from 4bo
court of special sessions at Jamaica u
f..;e kidneys, painful
and Irregular action ciaappcar i
Ufy in a case.
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
"Your name?" asked the clerk whi their use. O. Palmer, Gret-oFoleys Honey ana Tar Compound
Wis., says :My wile !s repi-.S'.cuts the thick choking mucus, and tlie woman took the stand.
"Anna."
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
covering her health aiid Klrerg 'i.
'Last name?"
solely to Foley Kujiipy Pi"s
the air passages and stops the hoars
"1 can't reniimber.
!ii i :
have
Schaefer ani Red Cross Dr
cough. The gasping, strangling fight married a week."
-A
'v.
for breath nives way- to quiet breath
"Katamachka," prompted ISusbam
.ireful
and
Harold
p
Joseph.
ni
sleep.
Berg
i MT
.
V. Vh , writes :"Ve
a
Tie Kuhaiiiaclikat ai p a" d i u
give Folry't
fo- -r
a
Con
.r
c
i"l
er,
t
u"hi,rr
to
our
Tar
and
children for
y
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The yacht "Spitfire," the. propan American miiionaire, is Imof
erty
pounded by a couple of eweel mobsmen
in the absence Of its1 owner, 'or the
sea.

"THE SPITFIEE" AT

O'JKE

TOE

SUNDAY

ATTRACTION
OF
CULIAR MERIT IS SECURED
. BY MANAGEMENT

version of the melodramatic farce, "The Spitfire," will be
shown Sunday only at the Browne
theater.
No more ideal type of the dashing
care-fre- e
young Aimrlcan thoroughbred than Carlyle Blackwell, the latent photoplay star to come under the
management of, the Famous Players
Film company, could "be imagined, and
he has a 'role which fits him delightfully in "The Spitfire." This is a
four reel version of the melodramatic
farce by Edward Peole, and the latest
Famous playera' release.
Probabilities play no conspicuous
part In this irresponsible tale of the
four-re- i

First Show Starts at

7:15

51 9

SATURDAY

NEWS

j

Cauliflower

See page

performance to be given Tuesday
Frencby'9 Transfer, Office 523 Sixth
night for the Las Vegas hospital wish
street.
phone Main 35. Adv.
to announce that Miss Josephine
will participate in the program
Good' groceries. Low prices all next
with a recitation.
week. See page three. Panen's Adv.

'

Then for breakfast
BR.OOKFIELD FARM SAUSAGE
Get them at

STEARNS'

Store

NEW" and FAT
MILKNER

The Ladies of the Methodist church
On account of the lack of a quorum
will hold their annual bazaar Monday the
city council' did not meet last
November !!, at 507 Sixth street.
night. Unless a special session is
Adv.
called by Mayor H. M. Smith, the coun
cil will not meet until the second Fri- SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
day in December.

HERHl

lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
Goineslnda Lorenza, the
street.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pilar
Abeytia, died yesterday at the home
John A. Roach, a civil engineer em of her parents on the West side. Fun
ployed by the Santa Fe railway, who eral services were held this
morning
has heen ill for the past three days, at 9 o'clock from
the Church of Our
was reported today as somewhat im
Lady of Sorrows. Interment ...wan
proved.
made in Mount Calvary cemetery un
der direction of J. C. Johnsen and
Agnes Wheeler Fair or San Francis Son. '
co this morning asked The Optic to
announce that she would speak on
The
frame house at the
Douglasi avenue tonight on the subject corner of Seventh street and Main
of "Civic Righteousness."
avenue is being razed. The building,
once one of the more pretentious
According to the report of Volun
on the East
has been vac
teer Observer Lewis of the New Mex- ant for some time. eide,
windows
Gradually
ico Normal University the maximum
tave been broken
the pace hag
iiup.tuir raraea yeswraay was become a menace to health Rnd
68 degrees. The minimum last night
rM,nw M,.

25'o

log

4?

IKE 'DAVIS

THE CASH GROCER

SPECIAL SALE

one-stor- y

To make room for the goods we have in our store room we are g
to offer everything in our store at cost price with the exception of a few articles where the manufacturer Bets the price.
Every article is of the very best quality and workmanship not a
single article but what Is new and
go-In-

on

This SaJe is for Cash Only.
SALE STARTS NOVEMBER 12th

j

ed by this old, strong and
Bank.

Cecil Reed, Margaret Larkin and
Leona Greenclay were the winners
last night at the Normal University
auditorium when i the Castle High
School and the Normal neld declamation and oratorical contests to choose
the candidates that these two schools
will send to the state contests during
the Teachers' association convention
at Albuquerque on November 25. Six
orations were presented in the first
section and Mr. Cecil Read was pronounced the winner. The second section of the program consisted of five
declamations. Miss Margaret
won this. As Miss Larkin's grade was
higher than that of Read, she will be
sent to Albuquere as the High
school's' representative,
Mr. Read
being named as alternate.
Three Normal girls then comneted
to see which would be the renresen- tative of their school in the declamation contest at the Duke Citv.' Miss
Leona Greenclay was successful in
winning this honor. On account nf
the extreme length of the nrosram.
Miss Nolan and Mr. Wohlenbnnr.
the Normal's representatives lh the
other two divisions of the contest
not given their orations.
However,
they will present them at the Normal
3
at
o'clock nn Wprtno
r. r.UUUI1.
.lvyuHj
Miss Larkin and' Miss Greenclav Un
will repeat their declamations
at this
time. The public is
cordially invited
to the PxerrlKPc
A crowd larger than the Normal
could seat, wai present last
night and
it demonstrated; its Interest
th
attention paid each speaker.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
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UNDERTAKERS

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXJCO.
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PRICES
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materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
js the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the. times women
use our flour : exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in u'nmlu-- .
takable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

J.

. .
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:,1V
Las Vegas Roller Mills
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Of Tt3 Cost 0
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order with us for your
n
Turkey.
r

J

lap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house ia still the
varnish mr.de. We have it in all sizes and colors, Prices abso- lately the same, as in any eastern city.
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EVERYTITrxa IN BRUSHES AND HOUSE PAINTS.
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DONE

AT CUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FB3 ITS FERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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The proper way to oxen rhr ram,!!,,
of overland tourists to
Albuquerque by way of rimnrrn.,
Whl(;h ieads, thrmh
Maswi(
Springw, Wagon Mound, Watroiis end
Las Vegas, is to plnce
mn-k- ers along the thormibfam TbW
is
the opinion of Las VV'ih mi-iii'i .afl.s ai:d boosters. as
w.,3 tj;.frH
xoum time ago Raton

market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes

,

COMMERCIAL CLUB WILL TAKE
UP MATTER OF MISLEADING ROAD SIGNS

Tao instead of over the main

Non-Ski-

on the

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

.1
j',

ILL
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Johnsen & Son.

X.

"i'v

::r,r, Lirr

C.

Complete Home Furnishers

n

for

Beyond the reach
competition our
stock is &t your
disposal.
of

E

...

knows there is no economy In
--

DOLLARS

Remodeling Sale
Prices Still

ma,0

Modern Vdmzsn

DAY

ourt

-

UP-TO-DA-

censer-vativ- e

ESTABLISHED 1376

tw

Phone Vegas 114

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

-

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

Max-well,-

past forty years is extended by the

On
venlner nt it ho
Thnrsdav
SUICIDE O'tCt BEFORE
imshman homo of Mrs. .Tohn Rnhbm th MhrI
a the hero in "One Wonderful Night." an Art wviot,, nt T.aa v.w.
,
He is equally as good in "The Plum 'splendid recital Mrs. ftolhort n
MRS. TRIPP, SO
TESTlPlce IN
Tree." 'Don't mlt It, Sunday mati- - MrB. A- F MorriS8ette Mrs. E H
HEARING AS TO WOMAN'S
nee and night only. Also Mutual jVeeder, Mr. G. H.
SANITY
Kinkel, Mr. Louis
Weekly No. 92, keeping you posted in; i,feld MIss Eizab6tn
Cooie
Miss
the conflict in Europe, at the Mutual ;Marle Senecal Mrs F.
L Reimann, Acting upon the complamt
Theater. The home of good pictures Mr. J. E.
1
Long, and Mrs. Charles j 00 against Mrs. J. r. Cleenger by
and music: Admission 5 and 10 cents. Kohn
participated in the program. An,01- - c- C. Gordon, the city physician
Adv.
enjoyable evening was spent. The
insanity, a hearing was held
ciety will give similar recitals in the mis morning before Judge David J
Christian Science services at Car near future.
ln chambers. On account of
negie library Sunday morning at 11
the physical condition of Mrs. Clev- o clock.
Subject of lesson "Mortals
Uncle Sam has a new "stunt" thatienger tne court went to the Las Ve
and Immortals." Reading room at:jje
gas nospitai and made an examinaUUbluuJCfc
uojtit, utviiy ttl, lilt?
aame address open daily, except Sun- , ...
, uiv uuiiB
, tion of the woman.
,B
.
.
ui tu
me
It then returned
..
,
anxi'
, .
.,
always
a j. m. a curuiai invitation ous to
uaj, a
know when the incoming mail to chambers and several witnesses
is extended to the public to both serv- Is
distributed. This is especially true testified as to her mental Etate.
ices and reading! room.
of eveninga when train. No. 9 Is due.
Among those who gave evidence
was "Mrs. Sarah Tripp, the
"I
the
wonder
if
Inquiry:
mail
is
jThe
neighbor
The United States civil service bn- jiu,..,,., ,.is coneianiiy .ueara. wow and friend of Mrs. Clevenger. who
reau has announced the foilow ng ex-- - juiBiiiuuma
Placard at the west end of the lob-- testified that once before in
..
.
..
.
aminations: December 2 A . fiiiflRM.no1,
ieus us story, silent y answering knowledge, had Mrs'. Cleveneer at
architectural draftsman (male) at a tha
..A
tempted suicide and the death of her
n
n.
w
of
of poison
this
Othpr
. .
car(1 automatically
were Nellie' Hughes, J. R.
i.ih
witnesses
a
leaving
.
eMmale) at a salary of $720. On De- - hlaI,,. .M
.ifcv.. hi iiio
.
vv,ltl Clevenger, Gus Carlson, Dr. H. M.
..
. iimjw.
ctrnoer la
engineer 4i.
Smith and Dr. C. C. Gordon.
Miss
(male) at a salary of $3,100.
mpiit ascendal and tells its story. Con Hughes is a sister of Mrs.
Clevenger.
On account of the
siderable scheme that.
dangerous eon.it-tio"The Plum Tree," three reel Es
of' Mrs. Clevenger, the case was
sany featuring Francis- X. Bushman
ST. PAUL'S NOTES
unfinished, ihe court adjourning the
and Beverly Boyce. This story was
hearing till a later date.
St. Paul's choir is urged to attend
published in the October number of
the Ladies' World and is the ffrst of the regular Saturday night rehearsal
a: great series to be run in the Ladles' in the church
tonight at 7:15 o'clock. A PROPER
fJARKER
World each month. Mutual Theater The work is Important
and every
Sunday matinee and night. Admis- member is requested to be present.
sion 5 and 10 cents. Adv.
The Ladies' Guild will be entertain- You all saw Francis

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

511 Sixth St.

Send your work 0 Frenchy's Trans
A hunting party consisting of Tomas
fer, "Phone Main 35. Adv.
Kain and Arsenio Baca left for Agua
Zarca this morning.
The party will
Cutler Brothers, insurance, North hunt quail.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.
According to the office of the dis
Call central for Frenchy , Transfer, trict
attorney the session of the grand
Phone Main "5. Adv.
jury that will open on Monday will
be a busy one. About 40 cases will
Don't forget the Methodist bazaar come beforei that
body
and chicken dinner November 16.
Adv.
The Palace Clothing store is taking
&
over the window of the store adjoin
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ing it for
display purposes. The store
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
formerly was occupied by Perry On
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. ion, the florist.

trans-continent-al

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

NORMAL AND HIGH SCHOOL HOLD
PRELIMINARIES
LAST
EVENING

ismsmmsmMmasmsmwmm

RED APPLES
SWEET CILER.
CHESNUTS the wormless kind

the erection of a largo sign to bo
placed at the junction of the
highway and the Cimarron road. This will designate the
transcontinental
highway and an.
nounce that It leads to
Springer, Wagon Notind, Watrous,
Ijia Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuqueiaue and
the Pacific coast A committee of the
Commercial club will make, a report '
to the organization in the near future- -

A

BOY WINNERS

H. YORK

Maxwell, Springer, French and other
cities to the north of this place in

--

IN CONTESTS

Grocer and Baker

See Papen's adv on page ihree. Buy I
your groceries now. Adv.

for these long evenings?

I

Celery

J.

placed a large sign at the point where
the Cimarron road branches off the
main state highway, upon which is
displayed the statement that the
branch road is the main thoroughfare.
Travelers who have been induced to
take the Cimarron road have had
cause to regret their action, according to their own story, as they have
struck bad running and lost their way
in a maze of highways.
It is suggested that the Commercial
club interest the people of Ias Vegas

TWO GIRLS AND A

Adv.

014 Taylor Wbtsttey and Sherwood
Rye at the' Opera Bar. Adv.

OLLAND

California.
Head Lettuce

3

the benefit three.

J. R. Clevenger and daughter Char
lotte wish to thank the G. I. A., the
B. of L. F. and E., the B. of L. E., and
the many friends and neighbors for
their kindness, assistance and sym
pathy in the hour of their bereave
ment. Also thanks is extended in this
manner for the beautiful flowers.

Strawberries

E

LOCAL

avenue.

CARD OF THANKS

VAUDEVILLE

I

Washington

MARKET

"The Spark Eternal"
(Two-ree- l
feature) Kaybee
"The Face at the Window"
' Princess

Reduce your grocery bill.
in charge of

The ladle

SATURDAY'S

TONIGHT

or

JJ liu

'

Bridge St

14. 1914.

ed by Mrs. Southard, assisted by Mrs
Rmger a Mrs. Southard's home, Hot
Springs boulevard, on Tuesday after
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
The Altar Guild will meet at 4
o'clock on Thursday with Missi Lcrwry,

MUTUAL THEATER

themselves
and their booty gema of fabulous
value to America. Forged telegrams
deceive
the beautiful
effectually
who, in
millionaire,
of
the
daughter
the company with other feminine rehv
tires, is waiting on board a,t Calaw
in ant id nation of a lengthy cruise,
and without misgiving ehe hails the
intruder as her father's friends. The
hero, being also the rightful proprietor of the precious and stolen stones,
recklessly, pursues the thieves and
ultimately wins the lady and the
jewels.
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